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Abstract
Polymer Layered Silicates (PLS) are currently attracting researchers to seek a solution to the
challenge of delaminating the clay layers. In this study, investigation of the morphology of 5 wt% of
different organically-modified (15A, 20A and 30B) and non-modified (Na+) Cloisite Montmorillonite clays
blended with Polyethylene co Vinyl Acetate (EVA) was conducted. Synthesis of the composites was
made by one or more of the following techniques: solution compounding, sonication, and extrusion to
overcome stacking of the clay layers. Composites were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) to reveal information about their morphologies. Composites
were subjected to tensile testing to relate changes in mechanical behavior to the clay type and the
obtained morphologies. Results show varieties of polymer layered silicate structures from immiscible to
intercalated and/or exfoliated structures. Eva-Na+ composites showed the least uniform dispersion and
exfoliation, which is attributed to the modifier. Both EVA-15A and EVA-20A composites showed good
dispersion and delamination of the clay layers, which was motivated by sonication and enhanced by
extrusion. The type of organic modifier appeared to play a more dominant role than the amount of
organic modifier, as confirmed by the results of the XRD analysis of EVA-15A and EVA-20A which have
the same type of organic modifier. Good dispersion and delamination was also observed for EVA-30B,
which is attributed to the nature of the organic modifier, which favors interaction with the acetate
group in EVA and contributed to improvements in mechanical properties.
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Chapter One
Introduction

Pure iron is a very weak material. It has to be modified by adding other elements like
carbon and chromium to provide it with more strength and to be more resistant to corrosion.
Most materials are found individually in nature. So, modifications by adding other elements
become essential. Two options to enhance the properties of materials have been widely used
through the past decades. One of them is alloying, by adding one or more elements to a certain
material to form a solid solution. In solid solution, it is impossible to distinguish between the
main constituents of the alloy. Another option that has become widely used in industry through
the last 50 years is composites. Composites differ from alloys in that their constituents, even in
nano-size, are distinguishable and can be separated, while preserving their initial characteristics
(Ray 2003).

In general, a composite is formed from two or more constituents according to the
application and desired properties. The first constituent is called the matrix which can be either
metallic, polymeric or ceramic. It controls the major properties of the composite, holds the
other filler materials, protects fillers from the surrounding environment and transfers load to
the fillers. The second constituent is the reinforcement. Reinforcement is usually added in small
amounts varying from (0-10, 20, 30…) from the weight of the whole mixture. Reinforcement can
have five forms: particles, fibers, filler, flake or lamina. Properties of the composite are tightly
related to the nature of reinforcement and the way it is being introduced into the matrix.
Concentration, distribution, orientation, size and shape of reinforcements are all factors that
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change the composite’s properties to be suitable for an application and not for others (Ray
2003).

Through the past decade, nanocomposites arose and attracted interest from both research
and industrial communities. A nanocomposite contains one material with at least one of its
dimensions in the nano range (up to 300 nm). Due to the minute size of the reinforcement, high
surface area to volume ratio is obtained, which results in better bonding between the
reinforcement and the matrix. In addition, for the same weight fraction, much more fillers
would withstand the external loading. Electrical and optical properties depend upon the size of
the particles; hence, many varieties are achieved by just changing the reinforcement size –
within the nano range rather than looking for other materials to achieve the desired property.
For mechanical applications, hardness and stiffness are enhanced tremendously beside strength.
Until now, dispersing the reinforcement uniformly into the matrix, while avoiding particles
agglomeration, has been a major challenge, which requires elaborate equipment or prior
chemical modifications (Ray 2003).

1.1.

Polymers
Polymer is the most widely used matrix material in composites. Polymers are lighter in

weight, softer and easier to be shaped than metals or ceramics. Polymer is a Latin word which is
composed of two parts; poly which means many and mer which means mono or single unit.
Polymer is a very large extended molecule which is composed of repeated units, these units are
of the same building block (mer=mono). These building blocks are connected to one another by
covalent bonds. Some of these polymers are naturally found like DNA and cellulose, while others
are synthetic like poly-ethylene and poly-amide. The backbone of most polymers is a long chain
of carbon atoms. The sided branches are either hydrogen atoms or other chemical groups, like
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acetate group, which are distributed uniformly and control the properties of the polymer. Crosslinks between the carbon chains vary, in some cases they are totally absent resulting in a
thermoplastic polymer. Elastomers have few cross-links. When cross-links increase significantly
the polymer is called a thermoset. Thermosetting polymers can’t be remelted as they will
decompose rather than melt as an effect of the cross-links between the polymer chains
(Sperling 2001).

1.2.

Reinforcement
Polymers themselves are soft, have low strength, non-conductive for electricity and have

low thermal stability. But due to their lighter weight and ease of manufacturing, polymers have
many industrial applications. For that reason, enhancing polymers properties is a very hot topic
in research. Many types of reinforcements from different materials and with various shapes
have been used. Nowadays, the interest goes for nano reinforcements, where as mentioned
earlier, at least one dimension is in the nano range. Nano rods or wires from Gold, Silver and
Silicon have been used to enhance electrical properties. Also, nano tubes like carbon nanotubes
have been used to enhance mechanical properties and to make the polymer electrically
conductive. Other particulate materials like clays have been used to enhance thermal stability
and mechanical properties. But the main issue is how to uniformly distribute the nano
reinforcement into the polymeric matrix, while avoiding agglomeration (Jones 1999).

Polymer layered silicates, also known as clay nanocomposites, captured the attention over
the past decade. The first breakthrough was done by Toyota research group, while trying to
develop a new material using Nylon6/montmorillonite clays. Great interest arose due to the
observed outstanding properties of clay nano composite. While adding few grams, less than 5%
wt. in most cases, tremendous improvements of up to 50% enhancement is achieved in
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mechanical properties (strength, scratch resistance and stiffness) over the pristine polymer.
Toyota research group also reported a great increase in resistance to heat transfer besides
reducing flammability. Barrier property for both solvents and gases increased as well, which
makes the material a good candidate for filtering applications. Furthermore, when adding clays
to biodegradable polymers, the overall biodegradability would be enhanced tremendously,
which is a major concern nowadays for green environment with less toxicity and more energy
saving (Pavlidou 2008).

1.3.

Polymer layered Silicates (PLS) in Industry
More interest in using PLS developed in the automotive industry, since the first invention

was made by Toyota group. Due to its high strength and thermal resistance, Toyota introduced a
timing belt cover for internal combustion engine. Also, Mitsubishi made engine covers from PLS.
Another extremely important application is the use of PLS as car doors in Chevrolet Impalas and
seats in Honda Accord. On the other hand, great fund is directed nowadays towards food
chemistry and health care, which makes clay nanocomposites a favored candidate due to its
barrier properties which would prevent penetrations from moisture or harmful gases.

As mentioned earlier, dispersion of clay particles into the polymer matrix is the most
challenging issue in all fabrication techniques. As poor dispersion will lead to agglomerated
spots, where many clay particles are stacked together and will accordingly act as a crack
propagation spot, rather than being an enhancement, when mechanical load is applied. One of
the major problems, is the difference in nature between the organic polymer and the silicate
layers. While clays are hydrophilic in nature and highly susceptible to swell water, polymers are
hydrophobic in nature, which prevents bonding and the ability of the polymer to penetrate
through stacked silicate layers (Ray 2003).
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1.3.1. Structure of Polymer Layered Silicates
In nature, clays consist of many layers stacked to one another. Each layer is composed of
either two sheets (1:1 structure) or three sheets (2:1). One of the layers is a tetrahedral where a
Silicon atom is surrounded by four Oxygen atoms. The other layer is an octahedral, where a
metal atom (Aluminium or Magnesium) is surrounded by eight Oxygen atoms. Both layers are
fused and merged into one another through four Oxygen atoms from the octahedral sheet,
while the exposed Oxygen atoms to the surrounding, which are unshared between the two
mated sheets, are found in hydroxyl form. The thickness of (1:1) structure is 0.7 nm, while for
the (2:1) sandwich it is 0.94 nm, as shown in Figure 1.1. Clay layers are held together by large
electrostatic forces, which cause the stacking of the layers to one another and makes exfoliation
or intercalation difficult. Therefore, some modifications could be applied to increase the inter
gallery spacing between layers. One of these modifications is to subtract Aluminum atom from
the octahedral sheet and add Magnesium atoms. But, the Aluminum is trivalent while
Magnesium is divalent, which means that a lack of positive charges will be suffered by the clay
structure. So, additional monovalent atoms have to be inserted to stabilize the charge
difference. Sodium or Calcium are candidates used to fulfill the charge defect. But, the hole
caused by the extraction of aluminum and introduction of magnesium atom is smaller in size
than the size of the sodium atom which will cause an expansion between the layers of clays.
Also, the electrostatic forces, which held the clay layers together, provide weak connection
forces. Such an expansion through the inter layer spacing besides the free cation cloud will
enhance the ability of other molecules, like water molecules, to swell the clays layers. Since
then, exfoliation and intercalation become easier. The inter layer spacing will be filled by ions of
Sodium and is called Cation exchange gap. The clay layers vary laterally in size from hundreds of
nanometers to several microns, which gives them a high aspect ratio. But, the main issue as
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mentioned before is the difference in nature between the hydrophilic clay and hydrophobic
polymer, which is overcome by organic modification of clays as will be described in the next
section (Olad 2011).

Figure 1.1: Layered silicate (2:1) sandwich structure (Olad 2011)

1.3.2. Organically Modified Clays
An ion exchange process is done into aqueous solution, where alkyl ammonium or alkyl
phosphonium (onium) replaces some of the cations. A monovalent ion like Sodium is easier to
be replaced by onium molecules than divalent ions like Calcium. Divalent ions have higher
charge density than monovalent ones, which increases the stacking forces between layers. So,
initially divalent ions would be replaced by monovalent ions then followed by onium molecules.
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Onium molecules have lower surface energy and are hydrophobic in nature which enhances the
penetration of polymer molecules through clay layers. The basal spacing after organic
modification depends upon the molecular weight of oniums and their configuration. While
charge density increases the number of inserted onium molecules increase. Moreover, the
orientation of the onium will vary from being single parallel layer, double parallel layer, random
or perpendicularly aligned with clay layers. In addition, the amount of organic modifier has to be
increased to compensate for the higher charge densities, as shown in Figure 1.2 (Olad 2011).

Figure 1.2: Organic Modifier Structures within clay layers (Olad 2011)

1.3.3. Polymer Layered Silicate (PLS) Structures
Polymer clay nanocomposites are classified according to the degree upon which the clay
layers are separated from one another. Composites vary between two main structures:
intercalation and exfoliation, as shown in Figure 1.3. Organic modification of the clay, the
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amount of modifier, the organic modifier polarity, polymer type and synthesis techniques are all
factors affecting the resulting structure of the polymer clay nanocomposite.
a) Phase Separated Structure
This most likely happens, when the clay particles are not modified by organic molecules,
which makes it difficult for the organic polymer to penetrate through the clay layers, due to the
narrow inter gallery spacing between layers and the difference in nature between the
hydrophobic polymers and the hydrophilic clays. Accordingly, bonding between the clay layers
and the polymer will not be achieved. Hence, the composite behavior will be as microcomposites not as nanocomposites (G. K. Bhattacharya 2008).
b) Intercalated Nanocomposite
When the polymer chains penetrate through the inter gallery spacing between the clay
layers and expand this gap, the electrostatic forces which hold the clay layers together will
decrease but not be eliminated totally. Hence, the resulting structure, on a microscopic scale,
will be like a sandwich material, with perfect arrangement of multi clay layers (G. K.
Bhattacharya 2008).
c) Exfoliated Structure
The clay structure will be delaminated across its layers. As, polymer molecules penetrate
through the clay layers and increase the inter gallery spacing between any two adjacent layers
up to 80-100 Å, the electrostatic forces effect will be eliminated totally and individual clay layers
will be dispersed randomly into the polymer matrix. Hence, the advantage of the layered silicate
structure comes into effect; namely, the high aspect ratio of the clay layers, which in return
enhances the mechanical and barrier properties tremendously (G. K. Bhattacharya 2008).
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Figure 1.3: Polymer Layer Silicate Nanocomposite (Olad 2011)
1.3.4. Synthesis Techniques
In order to achieve intercalated or exfoliated structures, avoiding phase separation and
agglomeration of clay particles, many factors have to be considered related to both matrix and
filler. With regards to the polymer matrix, variables include molecular weight, polarity, surface
group and hydrophobicity. As for clay, the factors include the type and amount of organic
modifier, polarity and charge density. Four main techniques are widely used in polymer layer
silicate synthesis, as will be described in the following paragraphs.
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a) In-situ Template Synthesis
In an aqueous solution like magnesium hydroxide, both polymer chains and clay building
blocks (silica and lithium fluoride) are dissolved. Then nucleation and growth of clay structure
takes place, where the polymer chains are entrapped within the clay layers in a gel like form.
Post heating is required for consolidation, followed by washing then drying to get the final
composite. This technique produces well dispersed clays into the polymer matrix without prior
modification of clays. But, one of its major drawbacks is the high temperature needed for
synthesis, which might decompose the polymer (Olad 2011).
b) In-situ Intercalative Polymerization
Organically modified clays are introduced to the monomer solution, where the monomer is
the initial building block of the polymer chain. Polymerization reaction takes place by heating or
radiation. To initiate the polymerization reaction, an initiator has to be diffused into the
monomer solution or added through the organic modifier, which is an advantage of this
technique as it would allow the polymerization reaction to take place between clay layers.
Hence, polymer chains will form through the inter gallery spacing, resulting in intercalated or
exfoliated structures if the amount of the polymer is large enough to separate the clay layers
from one another. This technique is widely used with thermosetting polymers (Olad 2011).
c) Solution Compounding
A common chemical synthesis technique - also called wet mixing – in which the polymer is
first dissolved in a suitable solvent under stirring and heating effects and then clay is added. Clay
is either added as is or dissolved into another solvent. Both are mixed together under heating.
For dry clays, the intercalation proceeds when polymer chains penetrate through the clays intergallery spacing facilitated by the presence of organic modifier. In the case of clay solution, the
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chloroform or whatever solvent, is inserted in between the clay layers. But while the solvent
evaporates, polymer chains penetrate through and refill the resulting gaps. One of the major
drawbacks of this technique is finding a suitable solvent for the polymer (Pavlidou 2008).
d) Melt Intercalation
A solution free method where the polymer and the clay are mixed together with the aid of
an extruder while heating over the melting point of the polymer. The shearing effect of the
extruder helps exfoliate the clay layers from one another and disperse them into the polymer
matrix. Organic modification of clays and the surface groups of the polymer affect the bonding
and compatibility of the nanocomposite. Melt intercalation is favorable in industry due to its
large production volume and ease of manufacturing (Pavlidou 2008).
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Chapter Two
Theoretical Background
2.1.

Extrusion
Extrusion is one of the major techniques, in plastics processing, utilized in industry

throughout the past decades. Extrusion, in a simplest way, is the process of thrusting out a
material through an opening (orifice) of a definite shape. The product inherits the same cross
section as the die orifice. Extrusion is used with many materials like metals, ceramics, polymers
or even food materials, like noodles. Extruder machines can be classified into two different
types: continuous and discrete flow types. Continuous extrusion maintains a steady flow of the
extrusion melt through a rotating screw, while discrete flow uses a reciprocating unit to push
the material out in a cyclic manner, which is adaptable to batch production. Another division to
classify extrusion is by the feeding and thrusting mechanism, which is divided into three main
categories: Screw extruder, Disk and Drum extruder and the reciprocating ram extruder (Muccio
1994).
2.1.1. Screw Extruder Structure
The extruder is composed of three main parts, as shown in Figure 2.1: the first is the screw
feeder which is responsible for pushing the extruded material forward with a shearing effect.
The screw is rotated by an AC motor. The second part is the enclosure barrel with heating
elements to maintain complete melting of the extrudates. The third is the die where the
material is ejected out with a certain shape (Agassant 1991).
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Figure 2.1: Extruder Structure
2.1.2. Basic operation
The principle of extrusion for a screw extruder with either a single screw or even multiscrews is the same with a few considerations according to the screw design and intermeshing in
case of multi-screws. Material is fed through the hopper in the form of granules with a
reasonable size according to the screw size. Once the material drops down, in the clearance
between the screw and the barrel, the screw rotates to push the material forward through its
flanks. Screw flanks will provide a shear force against the material stuck in the gap with the
barrel, which causes melting. Further heating is supplied, through external heating elements
surrounding the barrel as well as the continuous squeezing from screw flanks against the
barrel’s inner shell. One important aspect comes up after complete melting of the extrudate
material: because material is introduced in solid form with gaps between granules, some air
bubbles might be enclosed inside the extrusion melt. Such bubbles will weaken the extrudates
and affect the mechanical properties dramatically. Therefore, a vent hole is located at the near
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end of the barrel for degassing. Finally, the melt will be extruded out from the die orifice, which
is set at a lower temperature to allow solidification of the extrudate. Since, polymers have a
memory phenomenon for the shape of the occupied container, which will cause a swelling of
the extrudates after passing the die orifice. Therefore, the length of the orifice has to be
elongated to compensate for the swelling effect (Fenner 1979).
2.1.3. Screw Design
The first screw extruder was introduced in Germany in the early 1930’s. A few years later,
the multi-screw (double) extruder was introduced in Italy. The most prominent type of extruders
is the screw extruder, specifically the single screw extruder due to its low cost, ease of design,
fabrication and assembly, severe mixing with considerable reliability which results in an
economical product quality/cost ratio (Muccio 1994).
a) Single Screw
Polymer processing screws are made from hard materials, typically steel, to withstand
thermal and mechanical erosions. The screw is built up as a cylindrical core. The core can be
solid or hollow when cooling is needed. Over the cylindrical core a helical pathway, flight, is
constructed with specific geometries according to application and processing stage, as described
in earlier sections. The helical pathway, as shown in Figure 2.2, has an inclined angle (Ɵ) with the
core ranging from 12-20°, typically 17.5° in most of the cases, which is called the pitch. The
distance between two consecutive flights is called the lead (B). Most likely, the lead is constant
all over the core stages. What differs between the three processing stages is the flight depth (H).
A clearance gap (h) has to be maintained between the inner surface of the extruder barrel and
the outer most circumference of the flights to prevent accumulation of polymer and hindrance
of the heat transfer across the melt. The depth of the flight at the early stage, feeding zone, is
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largest along the screw. Moving forward closer to the die, the depth of the flights becomes
shallow, as the diameter of the solid core increases gradually at the melting zone to provide
more pressure for the melt to flow. Constant diameter is maintained at the compression stage,
metering zone, with the shallowest flight depth to provide the maximum pressure to force the
melt to go through the die orifice. One distinguishable characteristic of extrusion is the
compression ratio which is the ratio between the flight depth at the feeding zone and the
metering zone. The screw is a cantilever, and therefore in order to reduce deflection and loading
over thrust bearing, its length to diameter ratio (L/D) usually ranges from 20-30, with L/D of 24
being the most common. Standard screw diameters are available from 20-600 mm (Chanda
2006).

Figure 2.2: Screw Geometry Design (Chanda 2006)

b) Twin Screws (TS)
There are many varieties among twin screw designs, principles of operation and utilizations
which make specifying the description not that easy like single screws. One comparative aspect
is the direction of rotation. TS can be co-rotated or counter rotated. The main difference is that
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counter rotating screws provide a more homogenous mix, while co-rotating screws provide
higher shear forces. Another factor is the position of the screw axes: TS can be intermeshed
together with varying degrees of intermeshing or can be totally non-intermeshed or even with
shifted axes. Sometimes TS can be found with different lengths. The shape of the TS is another
main aspect. TS are most likely found with constant core diameter, but with variable pitch
and/or flights depth. Some TS are found in taper form with a tapper helix. Some additional
elements (dispersive, distributive and conveying) could be added to the screw to enhance
mixing and shearing mechanisms. Sequence, size and number of these elements are dependent
on polymer rheology and filler properties (Lavey 1989).

2.2.

Characterization Techniques

2.2.1. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
Materials are found in nature in one of two forms: crystalline or amorphous. Amorphous
materials have no ordered structure, as the smallest building blocks (atoms) are randomly
oriented. For crystalline materials, atoms are arranged as an ordered structure in a perfectly
repetitive manner. A crystal lattice is formed with a certain number of atoms. The position of
these atoms and the inter-atomic distances between them determines the type of the crystal
lattice. For each type the inter-atomic distance is fixed and acts like a finger print. Once the inter
atomic-distance is revealed, information about the crystal structure of the material and
consequently its physical properties can be obtained.
a) Bragg’s Law
X-ray beams are directed towards a crystalline structure. The two beams O1 & O2 would
bombard two parallel planes P1 & P2, respectively, before they reflect back again. The two
planes are separated by a definite distance (d). Counts of reflected beams will be for beams with
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successive interference, which travel a distance (d) equal to multiples of the incident x-ray beam
wave length (λ), as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: XRD Physical Principle

From Figure 2.3, Sir Henry Bragg and Lawrence Bragg derived the formula of Bragg’s law,
where (n=integer & λ= wavelength & d= distance between two adjacent crystal planes & θ=
incident x-ray beam angle), to study the effect of x-ray reflection from crystal structures at
different positions, which is used to reveal information about crystal structure, as mentioned
before (Beall 2011).

nλ = 2d Sinθ

(2.1)

b) Layered Silicate Investigation
XRD is one of the major characterization techniques for polymer layered silicates. The
ease of use, from sample preparation to the testing itself, makes XRD the first technique to be
chosen to obtain an overall idea about the composite structure, whether it is intercalated or
exfoliated. Synchrotron detects the reflected x-ray beams from the clay layers at different
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positions and counts the number of reflected beams at each position (angle = 2θ), which will be
presented on the spectrum by peaks for the most repetitive detections at a unique position,
which is a finger print for each clay. The peak is due to multiple reflections of stacked clay layers
parallel to one another, which is an indication of a laminated structure. A comparison between
spectrums of pristine clay and a composite after processing, gives preliminary conclusions about
the composite’s morphology as follows: XRD spectrum shows peak for clay at certain 2θ angle,
which gives the inter-gallery spacing of the clay layers at this position. If the characteristic peak
is still present but shifted to the left (lower 2θ angle), it is an indication about intercalation, an
increase in the basal spacing between clay layers. The increase of basal spacing can be
quantitatively measured from Bragg’s law. If the peak is shifted towards the right (higher 2θ
angle), it is an indication about the collapse of the clay layers relative to one another while
maintaining the same structure. Structure deterioration might be due to degradation of the
organic modifier, initially existing between the clay layers. If no peak is present, it means that
the clay layers are randomly dispersed, which is an indication of total delamination of the clay
stacks into an exfoliated structure. The last possibility is a flocculated structure in which case
another peak appears on the composite spectrum with no pre-observation among the pristine
clay spectrum. Mainly, XRD is helpful to detect accurately basal spacing between (1-4 nm).
Larger basal spacing is not easily detected, as it reflects at much lower 2θ angle. One of the
problems with XRD is the peak broadening due to reflection variation of the non-mono
dispersed basal spacing (K. G. Bhattacharya 2008). Also, some structures are multiples of sub
structures (exfoliation, intercalation and phase separation), which requires another
characterization technique to make a definite conclusion, such as TEM. Figure 2.4 shows the
possible XRD patterns of polymer layered silicates.
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Figure 2.4: Different XRD Spectrums for Polymer Layered Composites (Pavlidou 2008)

2.2.2. Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
The optical microscope has a limited magnification up to 10K according to the wavelength
of visible light used as an illumination source. On the other hand, some atomic arrangements for
materials scientists seek more resolution and a significantly higher magnification to reveal more
about the internal structure. The wavelength of electrons is much smaller than the visible light,
which contributes to achieving higher magnifications, enough to see features a few Angstroms
in size (Vijayalakshmi 2007).

TEM is one of the major imaging techniques for polymer layered silicates. It gives direct
information about the structure of the composite visually. However, TEM is a localized
technique since it gives information about a certain spot less than a few microns, which
necessitates investigating more spots of the same composite, to come up with a constructive
conclusion about the overall structure. Hence, we can say that, TEM and XRD are
complementary to one another. Following is a comparative graph for TEM images and XRD
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spectrum of the same composite structure (Vijayalakshmi 2007). Figure 2.5 shows a
combination of TEM images and their correlated XRD spectrums.

Figure 2.5: TEM images and Complementary XRD Spectrums of Clay Nanocomposites (Ray
2003)


Basic operation

An electron gun generates electrons which are highly accelerated towards the target
sample. Electrons move in a vacuum chamber to prevent scattering or any kind of disturbance in
motion, which can hinder the required resolution, before reaching the sample. A series of
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electro-magnetic lenses are placed along the electron beam direction to help confine the beam
at a certain spot down to 5 nm on the specimen surface. Some of the electrons hitting the
material surface would reflect back, others would be scattered and the rest would pass through
hitting a fluorescent shield, where the image is generated. Electrons which hit atoms of the
specimen would be represented as dark field features, while others would be shiny (Williams
2009). Figure 2.6 shows the construction of TEM.

Figure 2.6: TEM Construction
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2.2.3. Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectrometer (FTIR)
FTIR is a powerful chemical analysis technique for organic and inorganic materials in solid,
liquid and gaseous phase. It is mainly used to reveal chemical bonding (functional groups) of a
definite compound. It can be used to qualitatively reveal chemical compositions of a pre-known
compound.
a) Basic Principle
Molecular vibration is a function of the elements conform the molecule and bonds
between these elements. Vibration is caused by electron excitation from a lower energy state to
a higher one. Excitation can be done primarily through absorption of light. But, excitation will
only take place if the absorbed energy is equal to the difference in energy between the state
where the electron is originally located and the state where the electron would jump to. So,
each element will have its unique absorption energy according to its unique electronic
configuration. Hence, each element will absorb certain wave length band to get excited. This is
the finger print used in IR identification. One important aspect for bonds of a molecule to be
active towards IR radiation is the vibrational mode. Bonds will be IR active, if it suffers a net
change in its own dipole moment. A molecule can vibrate in different ways (Stretching &
Bending) with a maximum possible number of vibrations for linear structure molecules is (3N-5)
and for non-linear structure molecules is (3N-6); where N is number of atoms in the molecule
(G. Gunzler 2002).
b) Theory of operation
A bunch of IR beams is subjected towards a half silvered mirror, with one side totally
reflective while the other isn’t. The IR beam is subjected to the back side of the mirror, where it
splits into two beams: one passes and moves towards a fixed mirror, which will be reflected
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back at the half silvered mirror before reflecting into the sample by the silvered side of the
mirror. Meanwhile, the other portion of the split beam is directed towards a movable mirror,
interferometer, which will return it back to the sample, crossing over the half silvered mirror.
Position of the interferometer determines whether the interference of the two split IR beams at
the sample would be constructive of destructive. Interferometer is moved forward and
backward with many infinitesimal lengths to obtain interference patterns, which will be resolved
by Fourier Transform (FT), as a background noise attenuator. FTIR will transfer the interference
patterns into trigonometric functions (Sin & Cos) with the absorbed wavelength (Jaggi 2006).
Figure 2.7 shows the design of the FTIR interferometer.

Figure 2.7: FTIR interferometer
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Chapter Three
Literature Review

3.1.

Polymer Layered Silicate Nanocomposites: Overview

3.1.1. Solution Compounding: Morphology and Structure
Clay layers stack together due to electrostatic forces. In addition most of the polymers are
of hydrophobic nature and clays are hydrophilic in nature. Polymer intercalation within the clay
layers to delaminate the tactoids is therefore a bit of a challenge. In this respect, solution
compounding technique was used to overcome this. Clay is dispersed in a solvent, and the
solvent will be absorbed within the clay layers. Afterwards, a polymer is added to the mixture,
and the polymer chains replace the solvent by adsorption. The major limitation of this technique
is that each polymer has a specific solvent to be dissolved in. Aranda et al. tried different
solvents (water, methanol and water-methanol 50-50 mix) to study the intercalation of
Polyethylene Oxide (PEO) into Na+ montmorillonite clay. Results showed that dissolving PEO, an
aqueous polymer, in water was successfully achieve an exfoliated structure, as water polarity
was high enough to swell the Na+ layers and then PEO succeeded in replacing the water
molecules absorbed within the clay. Methanol failed to do so, as PEO was of high molecular
weight, which renders difficult the adsorption of methanol molecules from clay layers. On the
other hand, water-methanol mix gave a less intercalated structure than pure water. Another
study followed, investigating the effect of changing the clay nature with the same matrix
(Aranda 1992).

Yano et al tried four types of clays with different cation exchange capacities. Hectorite,
Saponite, Monmorillonite and synthetic mica, with cation exchange capacity of 55, 100, 110 and
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119, respectively, were modified by dodecyl-ammonium and the synthesized with poly-amide.
XRD results showed the disappearance of the distinctive clay peak for MMT and Mica. XRD
showed small peaks for Hectorite and Saponite composites with low intensities, which indicated
a partially exfoliated/intercalated structure. Hectorite and Saponite have higher electrostatic
forces than MMT (Olad 2011), which grasped the clay layers tightly together and prevented
polymer chains to intercalate there (Yano 1997).

Another study by Jeon et al. reported the synthesis of polyethylene with organically
modified layered silicate. Organically modified layered silicate was dispersed into a mixed
solution of xylene and benzonitrile where high density polyethylene was added to the clay
solution. Stirring of the composite took place before precipitation during continuous wash with
THF. XRD results showed shifting of the distinctive clay peak towards lower 2θ angles with
broadening of the peak as well, which indicated a partial intercalated/exfoliated structure, later
proved by TEM images (Jeon 1998).

Strawhecker et al. reported the preparation of Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) with Na+ MMT clay.
Na+ clay was dispersed into an aqueous solution with sonication. PVA was added to the Na+
solution and sonicated with a total amount of the composite was less than 5 wt%. Different clay
percentages were loaded into the composite (20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 wt%). Then, the solution
was dried at 90°C to obtain the solid composites. XRD results showed that the composites
showed intercalated structures, as peaks were shifted to lower 2θ angles. Shifting of the peak
was inversely proportional to the clay content into PVA matrix, as the lower the clay content the
higher the peak shift (Strawhecker 2000).

Industry is always concerned with mass production, which means high mass of composite
is produced into a short time. Therefore, research interest was directed into melt intercalation
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techniques like extrusion and injection molding to fabricate polymer layered silicate, as will be
discussed into the following section (Pavlidou 2008).

3.1.2. Melt Compounding: Morphology and Structure
Fabrication of polymer layered silicate is not a straightforward process. Some factors
conditionally bound the final structure of clay from totally exfoliated, intercalated or even
immiscible composite. Major factors are the type of clay, the type of organic modifier, polymer
polarity, melting point, viscosity and processing parameters.

For studying only one type of clay with the same polymer but with different grades,
Fornes et al studied the effect of molecular weight of Nylon-6 polymer with 30B MMT clay.
Composites were fabricated by extrusion: a co-rotating twin screw extruder was used with 280
r.p.m. rotational speed and barrel temperature of 240°C. Three different grades of low, medium
and high molecular weight of Nylon-6 were mixed with 30B clay. XRD and TEM results showed
exfoliated structure for medium and high grades of Nylon-6 composites, where low grade gave
intercalated structure. In addition, TEM showed good dispersion of 30B particles into high and
medium grades of Nylon-6, with some agglomerates were observed for the low molecular
weight polymer (Fornes 2001).

The organic modifier of the clay plays a significant role in determining the final structure
of the nanocomposite. Hotta et al studied the effect of number of organic tails of the organic
modifier on the final structure of layered silicate. They studied the effect of single and double
organic tails with linear low density Polyethylene (LLDPE). LLDPE and organo-clays were mixed
together using a twin screw extruded. The screws were co-rotating at rotational speed of 280
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r.p.m and barrel temperature of 200°C. Results showed that the dispersion in the composite of
clays with double alkyl tails was better than the single tail. This was due to the nature of
polymer (LLDPE) which preferred the interaction with the hydrophobic organic modifier than the
hydrophilic clay layer (Hotta 2004). This finding is not a general trend as the type and degree of
polymer’s polarity is correlated to the previous results as well.

Another study by Vaia et al. investigated the effect of the amount of organic modifier or
specifically, the packing density of the organic modifier and the length of the organic tail, on the
separation of clay layers. Arrangement of the organic modifier into the clay layers determines
the inter-gallery spacing between the clay layers. Single long tail, branched tail and multiples of
short chains organic modifiers all had different effects. As described by Olad (Olad 2011) in
earlier sections, the pseudo-bilayer clay which of low density packing had random arrangements
and resulted in smaller inter-gallery spacing. However, paraffinic modifiers with high density
packing of organic modifier and longer chains align relative to one another to accompany the
high packing density, which resulted in increasing the inter-gallery spacing (vaia 1997). In
relation to this, Ginzburg proposed a theoretical model to elaborate the morphology of polymer
layered silicate against two types of organo-modified clays, with long and short organic tails.
Results showed that the composite with clay of long organic tails tended to be more exfoliated.
On the other hand, clays of short organic tails, were difficult to disperse into the polymer matrix
and resulted into miscible structure, as the shorter chains resulted into smaller inter-gallery
spacing, which was difficult for the polymer chains to intercalate through (Ginzburg 2000).

Usuki et al. (Usuki 1997) and Kawasumi et al. (Kawasumi 1997), investigated another
modification for the preparation of polymer clay nanocomposites. They turned the polymer into
an oligomer (short polymer chain or two or more monomers) like Polypropylene with polar
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telechelic (PP-OH) and Polypropylene with maleic anhydride, where the oligomer is intercalated
between the clay layers during the melt blending process. On the same concept,
Okamoto et al. synthesized Polypropylene with organically modified MMT clay. The organic
modifier used was octadecyl-ammonium (C18). Composites were made with 2, 4 and 7.5 wt%
clay. Preparation took place by a twin screw extruder at 200°C temperature. XRD and TEM
showed that the 2 wt% clay composite had an exfoliated structure, while both 4 and 7.5 wt%
clay composites had intercalated structure with more agglomerates for the higher clay loading
(Okamoto 2001).

Factors affecting the layered silicate structure are not limited to the nature of the
constituents of the composite, but go beyond this to the fabrication parameters as well. During
the past decade, a lot of research has been done based on extrusion. Early work was carried out
by single screw extrusion, where the polymer melt is forced to move into a certain path
between the screw flights, which helped the alignment of polymer chains along the extrusion
path. Shear force was limited, as the only shear comes from the interaction of the moving
polymer melt against the wall of the extruded barrel. Nowadays, most of the researchers use a
twin screw extruded. The type of the intermeshing between the two screws varies and the final
structure of the layered silicate varies. For co-rotating extruders, where the two screws rotate in
the same direction, the flow of the material is homogenous as it moves from the upper half of
one of the crews to the bottom half of the other screw and so on, which leads to better
distribution of the heating temperature all over the polymer melt. At the interface of the two
screws, the direction of rotation is reversed, which provide a high shear force enabling the
delamination of the clay layers. On the other hand, the counter-rotating screws flow of the
polymer melt is irregular and the flow of the material in between the screws is small (Strong
2002). Cho et al. studied the preparation of Nylon-6 and organically modified MMT. They used
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two types of extruders: single screw and twin co-rotating extruders. Results showed that partial
exfoliation was achieved with processing by single screw extruder. On the other hand, total
exfoliation and better dispersion of clay layers, when processed over the twin screw extruder
(Cho 2001).

In conclusion, melt blending gave better results among morphology than solution
compounding, as it provided high shear forces, which accumulated for the delamination of clay
particles. Melt intercalation is generally considered more suitable for preparing nanocomposites
than solution compounding, as each polymer has limited number of solvents to be dissolved in.
Melt blending could produce intercalated and exfoliated structures, which were not always
achieved by solution compounding. However the final composite properties might be the same.
Composite properties depend, not only, on the structure, but also, on the interfacial bonding
between clays and the polymer matrix. The same clay base gave different structures when
modified with different organic modifiers, and the same was observed when modifying different
clay origins with the same organic modifier. Finally, there is a perfect combination of polymer,
clay origin and organic modifier to obtain a good clay nanocomposite. The obtained structure
for this unique combination is also related to processing conditions (Ray 2003).
3.1.3. Mechanical Properties
Many factors affect the polymer layered silicate nanocomposite mechanical properties.
Mainly the morphology and obtained structure (intercalation and/or exfoliation) play a major
role, but no general trend can be inferred for each structure (Alexandre 2000). Paul et al.
developed a mathematical model for Nylon-6 organically modified MMT nanocomposites. For
composites, inserting stiff filler (clay) towards a soft matrix (polymer) results in enhancement of
the whole composite, as the filler, when bonding tightly to the matrix, would allow any load to
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be transferred from the matrix to the filler. Filler would withstand most of the load and hence
more energy must to be supplied to deform the material. Therefore, the more the filler which
would resist the external loading, the more the energy required for deformation. Paul’s model
presents a relation between the number of clay layers in each particles and the composite
modulus, where exfoliated clay particles (only one layer) gave the highest estimated tensile
modulus. Many studies were carried out to elaborate investigations of clay loading effect over
mechanical properties (Paul 2002).

Following a melt blending scheme, Phang et al. prepared Polyamdie-12 (PA12) composites
with organically modified clays. Records for tensile modulus showed an enhancement with
increased clay loading: an enhancement with 40% for tensile modulus was achieved at only 5%
addition of clay. Such enhancement stopped at a threshold beyond which tensile modulus
enhancement decreased (Phang 2005).

A similar behavior was found by Dubois when studying the mechanical properties of Nylon-6
clay nanocomposites. Dubois reported a threshold of 10 wt% clay loading, beyond which
enhancement of tensile modulus was inversely proportional to further addition of clay loading,
while a direct relation between tensile modulus and clay content before this threshold. XRD and
TEM results revealed evidence for this phenomenon, as addition of more clay lead to the
structure changing from totally exfoliated layers into partially exfoliated/intercalated structure
with higher tendency for agglomeration at higher clay loadings.

Bharadwaj et al. studied the mechanical properties of Polyester thermosetting polymer
with organically modified clays. Composites with 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5 and 10 wt.% clays were
fabricated, where a deterioration trend in tensile modulus was recorded with continuous
increase of the filler loading. Dramatic deterioration was from 1-5 wt% clay loaded composite. It
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was known for polyester that chains are crosslinked to each other. The degree of crosslinking
affects the mechanical properties: the larger number of crosslinks the higher the resistance to
mechanical loading. On the contrary, clay particles tended to reduce the number of crosslinked
chains, which caused the reduction in tensile modulus. At lower clay content, the number of clay
particles was small. Therefore, the effect on crosslinked chains was limited. While clay loading
increased, the number of particles increased, which reduce the number of crosslinked chains. At
lower clay loading the degree of exfoliation was higher which increased the number of
individual clay layers and caused the dramatic drop in stiffness in particular (Bharadwaj 2002).

Many other factors such as the processing technique and conditions play a significant role
in determining the overall behavior of the composite. The same polymer and clay composition
can be synthesized by various techniques, each giving different degrees of exfoliation. The type
of organic modifier also affects the mechanical properties of the polymer layered silicate
nanocomposite, as Xiong et al. studied the preparation of Polyurethane with organically
modified MMT. They tried two different organic modifiers: thermally stable aromatic amine and
quaternary alkyl ammonium salt. No general trend could be concluded from the reported results
of tensile strength: at different clay loadings of 1, 7, and 9 wt% the thermally stable modified
clay gave better tensile results, while at 3 and 5 wt% of clay loading the quaternary alkyl
ammonium modified clay gave better results (Xiong 2004).

In Conclusion, maximum tensile strength was reported at 5 wt% clay with 450 and 600 %
enhancement for thermally stable and quaternary alkyl ammonium modified clays, respectively.
To go more into depth, further studies were reviewed to investigate the different aspects
concerning the fabrication and behavior of EVA and Cloisite clay in polymer layered silicate
nanocomposites, as detailed in the following section.
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3.2.

Polymer-Cloisite Clay Nanocomposites
Vaia et al studied the synthesis of polymer layered silicate with melt intercalation. The

study investigated the preparation of Polystyrene with MMT clay. These were first mixed then
pressed into pellets, which were heated at 165°C under vacuum for different time intervals. Two
types of clays were used: organically modified clay and Na+ non-modified clay. Composites were
heated for 2, 5, 15 and 25 hours. XRD results showed no intercalation for Polystyrene Na+
composites, as no shift was observed for the basal reflection peak. On the other hand,
organically modified clay composites showed intercalation, which was increased with increasing
the heating time. The 25 hours sample had intercalation with final inter-gallery spacing of 32Å,
compared to the initial inter-gallery spacing of 27Å. Results proved that organically modified
clays yield better intercalated structures (Vaia 1993).

Vaia et al. followed the same procedure to study the effect of different clay bases with
different organic modifiers. The study used three types of clay bases: Li-fluorohectorite,
Saponite and Na+ MMT, where clays were modified by dioctadecyl-dimethyl-ammonium (2C18)
and octadecyl-ammonium (C18). Composites formed from different clays with Polystyrene
showed an intercalation with all clay bases modified by (2C18), except for Li-fluorohectorite
which gave immiscible composites. However, Li-fluorohectorite clay composite with Polystyrene
which was modified by (C18) showed an intercalated structure, while the other Na+ MMT and
Saponite composites showed no intercalation, when modified with the same organic modifier
(C18). Previously, results showed that the type of organic modifier, not only played a role in the
intercalation process, but the combination of the clay and the organic modifier influenced the
composite structure as well. Vaia et al thought that the polymer matrix might also play a key
role in determining the final composite structure. Therefore, they studied the composition of
Na+ MMT clay modified with (2C18), which formed an intercalated structure with Polystyrene,
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with Polyvinyl-Pyrrolidone (PVP) and Polyvinyl Cyclohexane (PVCH). Results showed
intercalation for PVP-Na+ MMT composite, while no intercalation was observed for PVCH-Na+
MMT composite (vaia 1997).

Hasegawa et al. tried to merge between solution compounding and melt intercalation
techniques. They studied the composition of Nylon-6 with Na+ MMT clay through extrusion.
First, Na+ clay was mixed with water till forming a slurry. Then, this was added to Nylon-6 melt
in the extruder under vacuum to get rid of water adsorbed within the clay layers. Water
molecules at first were intercalated in the clay layers, when temperature increased due to
extrusion, water droplets began to evaporate and Nylon chains replaced them. Another charge,
extruded with dry Na+ clay and Nylon-6. Results, showed exfoliated structure for the Na+ slurry.
However, both dry and wet clay composites were almost the same in output properties, which
indicated a poor interfacial interaction between the clay and the polymer matrix (Hasegawa
2003).

Abdel Gawad et al. studied the processing conditions and temperature effects over
Nylon-6 Cloisite Clay nanocomposites. 5 wt% of Cloisite 30B clay was first hand mixed with
Nylon-6 to ensure adequate preliminary dispersion of the composite before melt compounding.
The hand mixed composite was processed in a single screw extruder with L=40 cm and L/D=20
at constant rotational speed of 40 r.p.m. Three composites were fabricated: two at different
operating temperatures of 230 and 250°C and the third composite was processed first at 230°C
then reprocessed at 250°C, ender the same extrusion conditions. XRD results showed a
significant reduction in the distinctive peak intensity of 30B for composite fabricated at 230°C,
while the peak totally disappeared for 250°C and the reprocessed composites. Reduction or
disappearance of the XRD peak is an indication on the disorder of clay layered structure. TEM
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images were taken for the three composites obtained from melt compounding. TEM images
proved the exfoliation of clay layers inferred from XRD results. TEM, as shown in Figure 3.1,
showed that the composite processed at 230°C had individual clay layers with few
agglomerates, while images for the 250°C composite showed better exfoliation with more
individual layers and no clay stacks. Similar to the 250°C composite, the reprocessed composited
showed enhancement over the degree of disorder of clay layers with the largest number of
individual layers among the three composites (Abdelgawad 2010).

Figure 3.1: TEM images of Nylon-6 30B composites a) 230°C composite b) 250°C composite c)
reprocessed composite (Abdelgawad 2010)

To study the mechanical properties of the obtained composites, extruded samples were
hot compacted and investigated by nano-indentation. Nano-indentation results for both moduli
of elasticity and hardness values showed an enhancement trend in mechanical properties.
Results of nano-indentation showed that the reprocessed composite recorded the highest
enhancement followed by the 250°C composite and then the 230°C composite, when compared
to neat Nylon-6 at the same processing conditions individually. Nano-indentation results were
correlated to XRD and TEM results, which proved the role of nano-clay and its enhancement to
mechanical properties. Enhancement of mechanical properties was due to the good
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compatibility between Nylon-6 and organo-clays resulting from the formation of chemical bond
between the polymer and clay. In addition, the effect of clay dispersion is also significant, as the
better dispersion and the more individual layers presented in the composite the higher the
aspect ratio, which entangled the polymer chains and obstructing their stretching against
external loading. Figure 3.2 presents the records of modulus of elasticity tested by nanoindenter (Abdelgawad 2010).

Figure 3.2: Nano-indentation modulus results (Abdelgawad 2010)

Paci et al. studied the preparation of Nylon-6 and 30B Cloisite clay by melt blending
technique. First nylon-6 was dried and introduced into a Brabender plasticoder internal mixed
Polymer was melted at 250 °C and rotor speed was kept constant at 30 r.p.m. After completion
of the melting step, clay was added to the polymer melt and the rotor speed was doubled to be
60 r.p.m. while temperature remained constant. The mixture was left for 10 minutes to ensure
homogenous mix of the constituents. Then, the composite was removed from the plasticoder
and left to cool down with two iterations: rapid cooling (quenching) and steady slow cooling at
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room temperature. After composite solidification, the composite was shaped by hot compaction
at 250°C to form membranes with 2 mm thickness. Composites of both quenched and slow
cooled Nylon-6-30B of 5, 10 and 20 wt% clay loading was subjected to XRD to study their
structure. Composites with 5 and 10 wt% clay loading either left to cool down slowly or
quenched, showed the disappearance of the distinctive clay peak. Similar behavior was stated
by the studies of Homminga et al (Homminga 2005), Dennis et al (Dennis 2001) and Saymn et al
(Samyn 2008), as they reached total exfoliation of 30B clay layers when mixed with Nylon-6.
However, most of these studies did not increase the clay content more than 10 wt%, contrary to
Paci et al who mixed 20 wt% of 30B clay in Nylon-6. XRD results showed no peak for 30B in the
quenched sample. However, the steady cooled sample showed a shift in the distinctive peak
towards lower 2θ angles, which indicated intercalation of Nylon-6 into 30B clay layers. Paci et al
claimed that the reason behind the intercalated structure of 30B was that the clay loading was
quite large and clay layers tended to agglomerate back together. The slow cooling allowed
enough time for clay tactoids to agglomerate and form stacks again due to electrostatic forces,
but Nylon-6 chains were soft and had already penetrated through those layers, which remained
in sandwich like structures forming intercalated tactoids (Paci 2010).
Liu et al. and Fong et al. tried the solution compounding of Nylon-6 with 30B clay. Liu et al
dissolved Nylon-6 into Formic acid (Liu 1991), while Fong et al dissolved Nylon-6 in Hexa-FluoroPropanol (Fong 2002), then clays were added. Both studies showed the total miscibility of 30B
clay with the diluted Nylon-6 solvent with no precipitation after stopping stirring. Paci et al
followed the same preparation scheme and prepared Nylon-6 and 30B, also, by solution
compounding technique. Nylon-6 was primarily dissolved into formic acid at room temperature.
Meanwhile, 30B was dispersed into formic acid, as well. Then, both solutions were mixed
together with plain stirring for 1 hour. The final composite was obtained as a fibrous from, by
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pouring the Nylon-6-30B solution into vigorous stirred distilled water. Several washes were
made to the fibers, which were then kept to dry under vacuum. Membranes of 2 mm thickness
were fabricated by cold pressing of the composite fibers at room temperature. Green tablets,
obtained from previous step, were hot pressed at 250°C. Other approach, static annealing, was
followed by mixing as received Nylon-6 pellets with dry 30B clay and hot compacted at 250°C.
XRD results showed that for Nylon-6-30B composites prepared by either solution compounding
or static annealing, the structure tended to be intercalated with no evidence of exfoliations, as
the applied stress tended to compact the clay layers and align them parallel to the surface of the
used press, which made intercalation easier than exfoliation (Paci 2010). On the other hand,
exfoliation is favored when shear force is applied, which matches the same results provided by
Kim et al (Kim 2001).

Toxicity and non-biodegradation for most of synthetic polymers, which are mainly
produced from petrochemicals, in addition to the expected shortage of oil supply in the near
future, are an incentive to find environmentally friendly materials to replace petro-chemical
synthetic polymers. Agar biodegradability, biocompatibility and adequate mechanical strength
make it one of the most appealing candidates for packaging applications. Major drawbacks of
Agar are medium gas barrier properties, low thermal stability and low water resistance, which
limit the application of Agar into food packaging application. However it still maintains a good
chance for a breakthrough. Clay nano-particles have high thermal stability as most of ceramics
and high barrier properties for gases and moisture, with tunable polarity against different gases.
Rhim studied the effect of Cloisite Na+ non-organically modified clay on Agar polymer.
Composites of 2.5, 5, 10, 15 and 20 wt.% clay were synthesized by intercalation solution
compounding technique with Agar polymer. SEM images were taken of the top surface of AgarNa+ composites film to investigate their microstructure and showed good clay dispersion for low
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clay content (2.5 and 5 wt%), and poor dispersion with large agglomerates, when clay content
increased. XRD spectra showed that the distinctive peak for pristine Na+ shifted towards lower
2θ angles. The most important observation from XRD spectra, as shown in Figure 3.3, was that
all peaks for Na+ clay, regardless their content in the Agar matrix, coincided at the same 2θ
angle with final inter-gallery spacing of 16.9Å nm. However, XRD results of Na+ after sonication
and before mixing with Agar showed an inter-gallery spacing of 18.1Å, which indicated
intercalation of clay layers with the dehydration of the distilled water. The appearance of all
peaks at one value of 2θ, regardless of their clay content, indicated that the synthesis technique
has more of a major influence on the composite final structure than the percentage of clay
content. Mechanical properties showed significant enhancement of reported strength for clay
content lower than 10 wt%, while the addition of more clay up to 20 wt% tended to reduce the
tensile strength. The enhancement of mechanical properties was a result of two factors: first,
the strong adhesion between polar clay and polar Agar polymer. Second, the high resistance of
clay particles with higher surface area, which explains the reduction in strength at high clay
content due to agglomeration of clay particles.
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Figure 3.3: XRD spectrum of Agar-Na+ clay composites
As mentioned in earlier sections, clays have good barrier properties. Direct methanol fuel cell
is one of the great candidates for renewable energy production due to its light weight and high
efficiency. On the other hand, broadening the scope of research to overcome the commercialization
problem of this cell faces two major obstacles: the slow oxidation reaction of methanol and the high
rate of diffusivity of methanol between anode and cathode. Special types of polymer materials can
be used as electrolyte between anode and cathode medium. So, controlling the permeability of this
electrolyte membrane might solve the problem. Hence, layered silicates came across as a solution
for this problem. Jaafar et al. tried to use Cloisite 15A clay as filler for Poly-ether-ether-ketone
(PEEK) to solve this problem. Composites were prepared by the solution blending method. First,
PEEK of 10 wt% was dissolved into dimethyl-sulfoxide. Meanwhile, 15A was pre-dispersed into
dimethyl-sulfoxide for 2 hrs under vigorous stirring at 60°C. Then both solutions were mixed and
stirring continued overnight to obtain homogenous mixture. Membrane fabrication was carried out
by the solution casting method, as the wet composite obtained from the solution blending step was
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poured over a glass substrate, then complete drying of the membrane and the total evaporation of
the dimethyl-sulfoxide was ensured. The XRD spectrum of pristine 15A clay showed a distinctive
peak with an initial inter-gallery spacing of 34Å. On the other hand, XRD of the composite showed
no peaks at all, which indicated the total exfoliation of clay layers in the KEEP matrix. One of the
essential aspects of direct methanol fuel cells, is its thermal stability. So, KEEP-15A composite was
investigated by TGA. TGA results showed an enhancement of thermal resistance for KEEP-15A
composites, which delayed the degradation of neat KEEP by more than 100°C. To study the
mechanical properties and get results close to the application medium, neat KEEP and KEEP-15A
membranes were subjected to methanol then to tensile testing. Results showed that neat KEEP had
higher tensile strength than the KEEP-15A composite which was reduced by 19%. This was due to
the higher intake of methnol, which was absorbed and confined due to the presence of 15A clay.
Hence, two factors contradicted each other: the kinetics of methanol diffusion through the
membrane was controlled but the mechanical behavior was affected negatively. Priority was given
to controlled permeation of methanol, as the mechanical strength remained within the acceptable
limit to withstand the operating conditions (Jaafar 2009).

3.3.

EVA- Clays Nanocomposites
During the past decade, interest in polymer layered silicates increased significantly.

Ethylene vinyl acetate polymer has great potential for use in commercial application (e.g.
packaging). Some research studies investigated EVA with different types of clay.

Gupta et al. studied the bentonite based clays, as a category of the montmorellonite clay
family. Bentonite has a remarkable ability for cation exchange, which facilitates its modification
organically to provide the necessary compatibility between clay and polymer matrix. Composites
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were fabricated using a twin screw extruder of diameter = 47 mm, L/D=7 and rotational speed=
70 r.p.m, while maintaining a barrel temperature of 80°C, which resulted in a total residence
time of 30 min for materials to be processed. EVA polymer used in the study contained 28% wt.
acetate, while composites were filled with different ratios of bentonite clays: 1.5, 2.5, 5, 7 and
10 % wt. Organo-modified bentonite clay had an initial inter-gallery spacing of 21.1Å with a
distinctive peak at 2θ=4.2°. Composites obtained from extrusion were subjected to XRD which
showed no peaks for all EVA-28 composites, regardless of the clay content percentage. TEM
images were taken to confirm the exfoliated structure proposed by XRD results, and showed
exfoliated and randomly dispersed clay particles. Some clay agglomerates were detected by
TEM, as shown in Figure 3.4, however most of the particles were found with few clay layers
(Gupta 2005).

Figure 3.4: TEM image for EVA-28 with 5% bentonite clay (Gupta 2005)
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Controlling shear viscosity is an essential factor in industry, especially for polymers which
are processed by blow molding of film extrusion, like packaging applications where potentials of
EVA is high. Adding clay particles to EVA enhance the packaging barrier properties against
moisture and gases, but increases viscosity significantly. The aim of the Gupta et al. investigation
was to study the shear viscosity of the EVA-28 polymer with different bentonite clay contents.
Records of the shear viscosity factor against different shear rates, as shown in Figure 3.5,
showed that adding clay particles to EVA-28 matrix tend to increase the shear viscosity factor, as
the composite became more viscous with clay addition. Clay particles tended to entangle the
polymer chains and prevent them from reorienting themselves with increasing temperature or
shear rate. At higher clay content 7 and 10% wt. of bentonite, volume fraction of clay particles
was significantly large, hence distances between clay layers became narrower and confinement
of EVA chains became significant, which increased the viscosity tremendously. With increasing
shear rate, clay particles tended to orient themselves into the flow direction, which increased
the shear thinning effect. Hence, clay particles acted like a cutter shortening EVA chains, and
resulting in a reduction in the viscosity factor to values close to which of neat EVA-28 (Gupta
2005).
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Figure 3.5: EVA-28 bentonite composite shear viscosity study at 130°C (Gupta 2005)

Zanetti et al. studied the effect of different organic modifiers with different clay bases.
The study aimed to identify the dominant effect behind polymer layered structure, whether it
was the clay base, the organic modifier or a combination of both. EVA containing 19% acetate
was the main matrix of all composites with filler content 5 wt%. Two clay bases were used:
Fluorohectorite and Montmorellonite. Hectorite and Montmorellonite are from the same base,
but with different cation exchanges (Monmorellonite exchanges Mg+2 with Al+3 and Hectorite
exchanges Mg+2 with Li+ to compensate for negative charges of SiOx layers). Fluorohectorite is a
mixture of hectorite with Fluorine ion (fluoride F-) (Zanetti 2001). Combination of EVA-19, clay
and organic modifier are shown in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: EVA layered silicate composite combinations (Zanetti 2001)

Polymer

EVA-

Clay

Organic modifier

Notation

Fluorohectorite

octadecylammonium EVA-H-ODA

Fluorohectorite

aminodedecanoic

19%
EVA-H-ADA

Montmorellonite octadecylammonium EVA-M-ODA

Clays were modified before mixing with EVA-19. A mini compounder, twin screw
extruded, was set to a constant temperature of 120°C while both EVA-19 and organo-modified
clay were introduced for compounding. XRD results showed that pristine H-ODA had a
distinctive sharp peak at 2θ=5.2°. After synthesis, EVA-H-ODA XRD spectrum showed no peak at
all, which was an indication of exfoliation of the stacked clay layers. TEM images revealed the
structure of EVA-H-ODA and proved the occurrence of exfoliation. The XRD spectrum of EVA-HADA showed the same peak position and shape when compared to pristine H-ADA modified
clay, which was an indication about no change in the layered structure into either intercalated
or exfoliated structures occurred. TEM, as shown in Figure 3.6, revealed the structure of EVA-HADA with large clay agglomerates with poor dispersion in EVA matrix. XRD for EVA-M-ODA
showed a move of the distinctive M-ODA peak towards higher 2θ angles, which was an
indication of the decrease of the inter-gallery spacing. TEM image showed large clay
agglomerates with irregular shape for EVA-M-ODA. In conclusion, combinations showed that the
composite structure is a function of both the clay base and the organic modifier type (Zanetti
2001).
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Figure 3.6: TEM images of EVA-clay nanocomposites a) EVA-H-ODA b) EVA-H-ADA c) EVA-MODA (Zanetti 2001)

3.4.

EVA-Cloisite Nanocomposites
Anilkumar et al. investigated the selectivity and prevaporation of EVA Clay

nanocomposites. The composite was prepared mechanically by the aid of roller mills. EVA and
Na+ cloisite clay were placed between the two rollers with a nip gap of 1.3 mm. Composites
with different clay percentages (0, 3, 5 and 7% wt.) were prepared, while keeping roller speed,
temperature and time of mixing constant for all composites. Composites were vulcanized by a
per-oxide agent under pressure and at constant temperature of 160°C, till curing took place.
XRD results showed that all of the three composites had intercalated clay layers. Layers final
inter-gallery spacing were of 16.3, 16 and 14.6 Å respectively for 3, 5 and 7% wt. clay content
composites, compared to pristine Na+ inter-gallery spacing of 11.7 Å. The membrane
composites were used for studying the prevaporation of Chloroform-Acetone mixture (45.5-54.5
%) and found that the best selectivity and phase separation was at 3% clay composite, followed
by 5% wt. and the least was at 7% wt. clay, which was correlated to the XRD results. According
to the investigators the composite of 3% wt. Na+ clay showed the best dispersion of clay
tactoids within the EVA matrix. While clay loading was increased, clay tactoids tend to
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agglomerate and became less randomly dispersed. TEM images, as shown in Figure 3.7, show
the tendency of agglomeration with increasing the clay loading (Anilkumar 2008).

Figure 3.7: TEM images of EVA-Na+ Clay (a) 3% (b) 5% (c) 7% wt. clay nanocomposites
(Anilkumar 2008)

Chaudhary et al. investigated different clositie clays with EVA polymer with different
acetate content. Composites of EVA with 9% wt acetate and 15A Cloisite clay of 2.5, 5 and 7.5%
wt. were prepared mechanically by intermeshing counter-rotating screws extruder. XRD results
showed that pristine 15A clay had a inter-gallery spacing of 35.2 Å. When composites of EVA-9%
and 15A Cloisite clay were investigated, results showed a significant shift in the peak, indicating
platelets intercalation. Bragg’s law calculations revealed that composites of 2.5, 5 and 7.5 % wt.
had basal spacing of 46.4, 44.1 and 39.2 Å respectively (Chaudhary 2005).

Another type of Cloisite clay (30B) with the same previous clay loadings were mixed twice,
following the same synthesis procedure, with EVA containing 18 and 28% wt. acetate. XRD
results showed no peaks at all for all 2.5, 5 and 7.5 % wt. composites with both EVA-18 and 28%
wt acetate, which was an indication of exfoliation. TEM images, as shown in Figure 3.8, proved
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the exfoliation of Cloisite 30B clay in EVA matrix for all composites, with the tendency of some
clay particles to agglomerate at the higher clay loading of 7 wt%. Agglomeration tendency at
higher clay loading decreased for higher acetate content EVA-28% wt, which was an indication
of the role of polar acetate group over clay dispersion and layers separation. This was supported
by TEM images, as shown in Figure 3.9, of Cloisite 15A clay with EVA-9% wt. composite, as larger
clay tactoids were found in the EVA matrix with significant agglomeration (Chaudhary 2005).

Figure 3.8: TEM images for EVA18% wt. acetate with Cloisite 30B clay nanocomposites
(Chaudhary 2005)

Figure 3.9: TEM images for EVA-28% wt. acetate with Cloisite 30B clay nanocomposites
(Chaudhary 2005)
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Figure 3.10: TEM images of EVA-9% wt. acetate with Cloisite 15A clay nanocomposites
(Chaudhary 2005)

Lili et al. investigated the effect of changing acetate content in EVA (0-40% wt.) with
Cloisite 30B and 20A clays on the aspect ratio of clay particles, as shown in Figure 3.11. EVA-clay
nanocomposites were synthesized by melt blending, using a co-rotating intermeshing twin
screw extruder with D = 30 mm, L/D = 10 at 280 r.p.m. and barrel temperature of 170°C. A
constant amount, 5% wt, of 20A and 30B clays was used for all nanocomposites. For zero%
acetate low density Polyethylene (LDPE), the clay tactoids for 30B were observed by TEM as
large agglomerates as 1 µm, while dispersion for 20A was slightly better, but with some
agglomerates as well. Moving to 9.3% acetate (EVA-9.3) lead to a significant improvement in
tactoid separation for both 20A and 30B. More of acetate content (18 & 28 and 40% wt.),
enhanced the exfoliation of clay layers and improved their aspect ratio. However, at higher
acetate content, the difference in particles size and aspect ratio became small, as the dominant
effect became the polar acetate group not the clay nature (Lili 2007).
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Figure 3.11: Clay tactoids aspect ratio vs. EVA containing different acetate content (Lili
2007)

For EVA-20A nanocomposites, XRD spectra, as shown in Figure 3.12, showed that the basal
reflection peak was shifted for lower 2θ angles, which indicated an increase in the inter-gallery
spacing, proving the intercalation of clay platelets. With acetate content increase, the peak was
shifted to lower 2θ and the intensity of the peak decreased. From both TEM and XRD results, Lili
Cui proved that clay exfoliation was a progress of prior excessive intercalation (Lili 2007).

For EVA-30B nanocomposites, XRD spectra, as shown in Figure 3.12, showed a peak shifted
to the right at higher 2θ angles, which indicated a collapse in the clay layered structure. With
acetate content increased, XRD showed shifting of the peak to much higher 2θ angles, as
contradiction to TEM images which showed better exfoliation of clay layers with increasing the
acetate content in EVA. However, the operating temperature, 170°C, was not high enough to
cause thermal degradation for the organic modifier. Lili Cui et al. thought there was need to
more elaborate work for better interpretation (Lili 2007).
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Figure 3.12: XRD spectrum of EVA containing different acetate content with 20A clay (Lili
2007)

Figure 3.13: XRD spectrum for EVA containing different acetate content with 30B clay (Lili
2007)

Peeterbroeck et al. investigated different clays obtained from different suppliers:
Cloisite Na+ & 20A and 30B from southern clays. Nanofil-757 and 15 were obtained from SudChemie. Finally, Somasif MAE and ME100 were purchased from Japan cooperation. Composites
of 5% wt clay were synthesized by Agila roller mills for 12 min, under heating at 140°C and
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rotational speed of 15 m/s. All clays of 20A Cloisite, Nanofil-15 and Somasif MAE are of the same
chemical composition with the same organic modifier, but differed in the ammonium content
and clay nature. Initially all pristine clays had different inter-gallery spacing of 22.4, 29 and 31 Å
respectively. However, the XRD results showed that, all of them, regardless of their origin and
ammonium content, resulted in composites with approximately 40Å inter-gallery spacing after
processing. The same observation was obtained with other clay types containing the same
organic modifier, as stated in table 3.2. This indicated that, regardless of the cation exchange
capacity or the initial basal spacing, the final spacing is related to the composition of the organic
modifier. Other composites of EVA-28 and 30B Cloisite clay were prepared by the same previous
method. However, the inter-gallery spacing was 18.5 Å, which was lower than all of the other
three studied types, but the XRD results showed no peaks at all, which indicated exfoliation. This
could have easily happened due to the fact that the organic modifier contained not only
hydrogenated tallow, but also hydroxyl group. The hydroxyl group favored reacting with the
acetate group of EVA through hydrogen bond, which was found to have an effect on mechanical
properties as well discussed later (Peeterbroeck 2005).
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Table 3.2: Pristine clays properties and XRD inter-gallery spacing before and after processing
(Peeterbroeck 2005)

Clay

commercial Contain

origin

name

Inter layer cation

Ammonium Initial

Final

organic

content

inter-

inter-

modifier

(wt%)

gallery

gallery

spacing spacing

Cloisite

Na+

No

Na+

0

12.1

12.2

20A

Yes

(CH3)2N+(hydrogenated

29.2

22.4

38.7

tallow)2

Nanofil

30B

Yes

(CH3)N+(tallow)

20.3

18.5

Exfoliated

757

No

Na+

0

12.2

12.2

15

Yes

(CH3)2N+(hydrogenated

28.9

29

40.2

tallow)2

Somasif ME100

MAE

No

Na+

0

12.2

12.3

Yes

(CH3)2N+(hydrogenated

40.8

31.1

40.4

tallow)2
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3.4.1. Mechanical Properties
Reports about mechanical properties, stiffness and strength, were provided by
Chaudhary et al (Chaudhary 2005). Tensile testing was carried out for all composites of EVA-9,
18 and 28% wt. acetate with clay loadings of 2.5, 5 and 7.5 wt%. Recorded tensile modulus for
all composites, regardless of the type of clay, showed significant enhancement over the neat
EVA with no clay fillers. For EVA-9 and 18 % wt. acetate, the enhancement in tensile modulus
was 5-7 times higher, while for EVA-28 % wt. the enhancement was 3-5 times higher. For the
neat EVA with no clay loading at all, increasing the acetate content tended to lower the stiffness
of the polymer and soften it more, as a result of the reduction in polymer’s crystallinity. On the
other hand, adding clay nano-particles with significantly large surface area into the polymer
matrix acted as an obstacle for polymer chains to reorient themselves when external mechanical
loading was applied, which caused the major enhancement in stiffness as represented by tensile
modulus results. Enhancement of stiffness, as shown in Figure 3.14, due to nano-clay filler was
more dominant for higher clay loading at the same acetate content, as the larger the numbers
of clay layers the more obstacles were placed for EVA chains to overcome. Recorded results of
tensile strength, as shown in Figure 3.15, showed a significant decrease in strength for
composites of 2.5, 5 and 7.5% wt. clay by 50-40% from the original value for neat EVA-9% with
no clay loading. As acetate content increased, the tensile strength for neat EVA-18 and 28 % wt.
decreased respectively. The EVA-28% composites showed a similar behavior as EVA-9 %, with
the reduction of tensile strength by 20-30% from the original value of neat EVA-28%. In both
cases, increasing the clay content had minor effect on tensile strength. The strange observation
was the decrease-increase-decrease behavior of EVA-18 composite at 2.5, 5 and 7.5% wt clay,
respectively. Chaudhary et al. indicated that the unusual phenomenon of increasing the tensile
strength at 5% wt. clay loading with EVA-18 was due to good interaction between clay tactoids
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and polymer chains in addition to a significant portion of entangled clay tactoids, which
hindered the movement of EVA chains and increased the capability to absorb more energy.

Figure 3.14: Tensile Modulus for different clay loadings corresponding to EVA with different
acetate content

Figure 3.15: Tensile Strength of different clay loadings corresponding to EVA with different
acetate content (Chaudhary 2005)
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Lili et al. reported the mechanical behavior of EVA-20A and EVA-30B nanocomposites.
They maintained the same EVA-clay composition but processed by injection molding at 170°C to
get the final desired shape of tensile test specimens. Results showed that increasing the acetate
content tend to increase the ductility of the clay nanocomposites up to 400% strain, while
tensile modulus decreased correlating to reduction in crystallinity. Stress-Strain diagrams for all
acetate content (0-40% wt) showed that composite of EVA-20A gave better values than EVA30B, at the same acetate content. Tensile test results showed the increase in strength, denoted
by stress values versus strain. This was believed to be due to the fact that while clay content
increased, for both 20A and 30B clays at the same acetate content, more clay particles
obstructed the movement of EVA chains under loading. In general, tensile test results, as shown
in Figure 3.16, showed that EVA-20A had better mechanical properties than EVA-30B clay
nanocomposites (Lili 2007).
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Figure 3.16: Stress at strain of 40% for composites of different clay and acetate content (Lili
2007)

Peeterbroeck et al. followed the same synthesis procedure but with only 3% wt clay to for
samples used in mechanical behavior testing. Samples which contained no organic modifier
(Cloisite Na+, Nanofil 757 and Somasif ME100) showed no enhancement over young’s modulus
when compared with neat EVA, as the interfacial bonding between the unmodified totally
hydrophilic clay and hydrophobic EVA was quite poor. Organically modified clays, regardless of
the clay origin, showed significant enhancements in young’s modulus. On the other hand all
clays, expect cloisite 30B, showed reduction in stress and elongation at break when compared to
neat EVA. The only clay which recorded enhancement in stress and strain values relative to neat
EVA was Cloisite 30B. It has a different organic modifier which contains, in addition to
hydrogenated tallow, a hydroxyl group. The hydroxyl group favored interaction with the acetate
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group of EVA through hydrogen bond, which increased the interfacial bonding between the clay
and EVA matrix (Peeterbroeck 2005).
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Chapter Four
Experimental Section
4.1.

Materials

4.1.1. Polymer
Polyethylene co Vinyl Acetate (EVA), with the chemical formula in Figure 4.1, containing
18 wt% acetate and 200-900 p.p.m BHT, is used in the present study. EVA was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich in granules form, 5 mm in diameter, with the following Specifications:


Tm= 75 °C



Density = 0.948 g/mm3



Melt flow index (MFI) according to ASTM D 1238 = 8 g/10min

Figure 4.1: Chemical formula of EVA

4.1.2. Clays
Sodium Montmorillonite Clays were purchased from Southern Clays Products. Four types of
clay: Na+ (non modified clay) and cloisite 15A, 20A and 30B which are all organically modified.
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Clays were in particles of sizes of few microns: 90% of the clay was less than 13 µm, 50% less
than 6 µm and 10% less than 2 µm, according to the supplier.

Table 4.1: MMT Clays Properties

clay

Organic modifier

Inter-

Amount

Modifier

Density

gallery

of

concentration

(g/cc)

spacing modifier (meq/100gm)

Na+
15A

dimethyl,

(Å)

(%)

11.7

-

-

2.86

31.5

43

125

1.66

24.2

38

95

1.77

18.5

28

90

1.77

dehydrogenated
tallow,
quaternary
ammonium
(2M2HT)
20A

dimethyl,
dehydrogenated
tallow,
quaternary
ammonium
(2M2HT)

30B

methyl, tallow,
bis-2hydroxyethyl,
quaternary
ammonium
(MT2EtOH)
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4.1.3. Solvent

Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
Table 4.2: THF Specifications

Identification

C4H8O

Grade

High Purity Level of Concentration (HPLC)

Boiling point

65-67°C

Vapor pressure

0.173 bar

Density

0.89 g/cm3

polarity

Moderate

Solubility

Miscible in water
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4.2.

Process flow diagram

EVA + 5 wt% Clays

Dissolving EVA into THF
with weight ratio of 1:10

Disperse clays into
THF solution

Add dry clays to
diluted EVA solution

Add pre-dispersed clays in
THF to diluted EVA solution

Sonication

Sonication

Extrusion

Compression molding

TEM

Tensile

XRD
Compression molding

TEM

XRD

Tensile

Figure 4.2: Process Flow Diagram
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4.2.1. Solution Compounding (wet mixing)
EVA was found from literature to dissolve in both Chloroform and Tetrahydrofuran (THF).
Chloroform besides its significant health hazard, according to its materials safety data sheet,
requires an elaborate arrangement to dissolve EVA. On the other hand, THF is less harmful than
Chloroform and is easier to use for dissolving EVA.

a) 10 wt% of EVA were dissolved into THF (95 g of EVA were dissolved into 1150 mL of THF), by
the aid of magnetic stirring (VWR hot plate) at a constant rotational speed of 600 r.p.m. and
heating at 50 °C. After two hours, EVA was totally dissolved, and then the clay was added.

b) Clays were introduced to the diluted EVA solution in two different forms:
i.

Dry mix (EVA-Clay-D), where 5 gm of as-received clay were added directly to the
dissolved EVA solution under vigorous stirring at 1000 r.p.m. while maintaining the
same temperature (50 °C).

ii.

The second trial was the pre-dispersion of clay (EVA-Clay-P), in which clay is predispersed into THF for 45 min (5 gm of the clay were added to 150 mL of THF at
50 °C and plain stirring at 250 r.p.m). Following that, the pre-dispersed clays
were added to the EVA solution. In both cases of dry mixing and pre-dispersed
clays, the composite solution was left under stirring at 1000 r.p.m. for 1.5 hour,
till no clay particles were observed in the composite solution.

iii.

Composite obtained from (ii), right after finishing (ii), was sonicated (EVAClay-PS) for 30 min, 50 °C and 50 MHz frequency.

c) In order to get rid of THF, the composites obtained from (i, ii and iii) were left in open air
and room temperature for solvent evaporation. The composites were weighed frequently
till achieving constant weight, as an indication of total evaporation of THF.
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So in summary, three different procedures were performed to synthesize EVA clay
nanocomposite as follows: dry mixed clays (EVA-Clay-D), Pre-dispersed clays non-sonicated
(EVA-Clay-P) and pre-dispersed clays & sonicated composites (EVA-Clay-PS).
4.2.2. Melt Compounding
EVA-Clay nanocomposites obtained from solution compounding (pre-dispersed sonicated
and non-sonicated), were cut into small cubes 5*5*5 mm each and were extruded into wires
(1.7-2.5) mm in diameter by a twin screw extruder (XTS 19 was purchased from Xtrutech).
Screws are intermeshing, co-rotating, with a diameter of 19 mm and L/D= 25. The screws speed
was kept constant at 280 r.p.m. and a residence time of 10 min was used. The composites were
extruded from a die having three horizontal circular orifices of 1.5 mm diameter and 20 mm
length. Composites obtained from this process were: pre-dispersed, non-sonicated and
extruded (EVA-Clay-PE) & pre-dispersed, sonicated and extruded (EVA-Clay-PSE).
4.2.3. Compression Molding
The composites obtained from solution compounding were bulky and had irregular
shapes. Accordingly, compression molding was used to form the material into various forms for
subsequent testing. All composites: dry mixed (EVA-Clay-D), pre-dispersed sonicated (EVA-ClayPS) and non-sonicated (EVA-Clay-P) samples were formed by compression molding. Different
molds were used to obtain the final desired shape suitable for the test. EVA clay nanocomposite
is viscous in liquid phase. Therefore, excess material and high pressure were applied to force the
material to fill the mold cavity equally from all corners. For tensile specimens and XRD disc; 20
and 5 gm of composite, respectively, were inserted into the mold to get an accurate shape:

a) The composite was introduced into the mold and heated up till 140 °C with a heating
rate of 9 °C/min.
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b) Once reaching the 140 °C, the power was cut off and the material was held at 140°C for
3 min.
c) Then, fan cooling was directed towards the sample with an average cooling rate of 2°
C/min. A constant pressure of 20MPa was maintained while cooling took place.
d) At 30 °C of cooling stage, the sample was ejected from the mold, which was initially
lubricated by silicon grease prior to heating to facilitate the ejection step.
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Table 4.3: Samples Coding Summary
Clay

Composite

Clay addition

code

Neat
EVA

Na+

15A

20A

30B

Wet

sonication

extrusion

mixing

EVA

NO

-----

-----

-----

EVA-W

NO

YES

-----

-----

EVA-WS

NO

YES

YES

-----

EVA-E

NO

-----

-----

YES

EVA-WSE

NO

YES

YES

YES

EVA-Na+-D

As received – Dry Mix

YES

-----

-----

EVA-Na+-P

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

-----

-----

EVA-Na+-PS

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

YES

-----

EVA-Na+-PE

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

-----

YES

EVA-Na+-PSE

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

YES

YES

EVA-15A-D

As received – Dry Mix

YES

-----

-----

EVA-15A-P

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

-----

-----

EVA-15A-PS

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

YES

-----

EVA-15A-PE

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

-----

YES

EVA-15A-PSE

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

YES

YES

EVA-20A-D

As received – Dry Mix

YES

-----

-----

EVA-20A-P

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

-----

-----

EVA-20A-PS

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

YES

-----

EVA-20A-PE

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

-----

YES

EVA-20A-PSE

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

YES

YES

EVA-30B-D

As received – Dry Mix

YES

-----

-----

EVA-30B-P

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

-----

-----

EVA-30B-PS

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

YES

-----

EVA-30B-PE

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

-----

YES

EVA-30B-PSE

Pre-dispersed in THF

YES

YES

YES
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4.3.

Characterization

4.3.1. Tensile Testing
Composites obtained from compression molding in the form of dog bone shapes with 20
mm gauge length and cross section of 3*3 mm and composites obtained from extrusion in the
form of wires with 2-3 mm in diameter and 100-150 mm in length were tested by Instron
Universal Testing machine.
4.3.2. XRD
Composites were hot compacted into disc shapes of 25 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness.
Investigations were made by D8 Bruker x-ray powder diffractometer operated at 40 kV and 30
mA using Copper (Cu) as a target metal with the emission of Kα (λ = 0.1542 nm). To detect
modifications in clay structure, counts were taken at narrow intervals of 0.02°. To detect the
overall composite structure, counts were taken at intervals of 0.05°.
4.3.3. TEM
Images were taken by a JEOL 2010 analytical TEM, which has a LaB6 electron gun and
operates between 80 and 200kV with a resolution of 0.19 nm, an electron probe size down to
0.5 nm and a maximum specimen tilt of ±10 degrees along both axes. Samples were dipped into
liquid nitrogen, as they were quite soft and difficult to cut, then milled with cryo-microtome into
thin layers to be imaged by TEM.
4.3.4. FTIR
Investigation was made on Thermo-scientific Nicolet 380 FTIR, two types of samples
were used: powder clays which were characterized by KBr method (G. Gunzler 2002), as clay
was finely ground then added to KBr with a weight ratio of 1-100, respectively, and then
subjected to 1400 KPa pressure under hydraulic pressure to form pellets. Composite were hot
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compacted into very thin films of 0.5 mm, which had adequate transparency for the IR beam to
penetrate through.
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Chapter Five
Results & Discussion

As explained in the previous chapter, the first trial to obtain EVA clay nanocomposite was
the solution mixed composite with dry clay (EVA-Clay-D). Samples characterization revealed
inhomogeneity of clay dispersion. Therefore, pre-dispersion of clay particles into the THF solvent
was tried to overcome the clustering of clay particles in the viscous EVA-THF solution, as well as
enhancing the delamination of the clay layers (EVA-Clay-P). For enhancement of clay dispersion
and facilitating clay layers’ separation, the nanocomposites obtained from solution
compounding were sonicated (EVA-Clay-PS). Further enhancement of clay dispersion and
improvement of overall composite properties was attempted by extrusion. In the following
sections, a discussion of the morphology and mechanical properties of each of the produced
composites, based on the different types of clay will be presented.

5.1.

Morphology and Structure

5.1.1. EVA-Na+
a) XRD
Figure 5.1 compares XRD spectrums of EVA-Na+-D to that of pristine Na+ and shows that
the distinctive peak was shifted towards a lower 2θ=4.85 angle. The final inter-gallery spacing,
calculated from Bragg’s law, was found to be 18 Å. Compared to the initial inter-gallery spacing
for pristine Na+ of 12 Å, it indicates significant intercalation.
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Figure 5.1: XRD spectrum of EVA-Na+-D compared to Pristine Na+
XRD results showed that, for the pre-dispersed samples, whether sonicated (EVA-Na+-PS)
or non-sonicated (EVA-Na+-P), both peaks of the Na+ clay in the EVA nanocomposites were
shifted slightly to lower 2θ angles, which is an indication of increasing the inter-gallery spacing
between the clay layers. The shift in EVA-Na+-PS composite was higher than the EVA-Na+-P
sample, which is an indication of the contribution of sonication to the increase in the intergallery spacing, which is believed to be due to absorption of THF (solvent swelling). Indeed, this
has been observed before for Na+ clays (Salles 2008). Calculations indicated an inter gallery
spacing of 13.1 Å for the sonicated composite and 12.6 Å for the non-sonicated sample, with a
minor increase of 1.1 Å and 0.6 Å, respectively over the pristine Na+ clay. Figure 5.2 depicts the
XRD spectra of both pre-dispersed composites.
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Figure 5.2: XRD spectrum of EVA-Na+ Pre-dispersed clay composites vs. pristine Na+
clay

Composites obtained from the wet mixing process, pre-dispersed only, were subjected to
melt blending using a twin screw extruder. XRD results show, as in Figure 5.3, that the distinctive
peak of Na+ remained in the same position with no alteration after extrusion. The peak intensity
increased significantly, which indicated a tremendous increase in the order of clay particles in
the composite. No XRD data are presented for the EVA-Na+-PSE composite because it was
degraded during extrusion, as will be discussed into the following paragraph.
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Figure 5.3: XRD spectrum for EVA-Na+ extruded composite
Gilbert Lewis stated one of the fundamental theories in chemical reactions. Lewis
defined two types of materials and called them Lewis Acids and Lewis Bases. In general,
chemical reaction is taking place between both acid and base, when the base compound has
two lone pair of electrons which will be donated to the Lewis base, and the reaction will occur.
THF is one of the Lewis bases as it has an oxygen atom at its ring with a lone pair of electrons.
Although, THF has low polarity under normal temperature and pressure conditions, increasing
the temperature of the THF agitates the lone pair of electrons at the oxygen atoms and being
more susceptible for chemical reaction, which cause the increase of its polarity. During
sonication, temperature of THF was increased, which increased the polarity of THF in particular,
as described earlier. Meanwhile, Na+ is the only polar clay as it has no organic modifier. Hence,
THF was able to intercalate through the Na+ clay layers and interacts with the positive cation
exchange cloud. During extrusion, the high shear force and high elevated temperature of 140°C
tended to evaporate and extract the absorbed THF, which caused the degradation. Na+ clay was
dispersed into THF and then sonicated at 50°C for 30 min. Test was repeated twice at the same
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processing conditions and samples were investigated by XRD. XRD results, as shown in Figure
5.4, showed a significant intercalation for the first sample, as the distinctive peak of Na+ clay
was partially split into two peaks. One of the peaks remained at the original position, while the
second peak was shifted to lower 2θ angles. Shifting of the peak is an indication about the
expansion and increase of the inter-gallery spacing, which is done by THF. The second sample
showed no peaks which is an indication about exfoliation. Exfoliation thought to be due to the
significant intercalation of THF, which lead to exfoliation.
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Figure 5.4: XRD for Pristine wet mixed Na+ clay

b) TEM
TEM images were taken of the non-sonicated and sonicated samples to reveal the
internal structure and to get a clear interpretation especially when integrated with the XRD
results. TEM images, as in Figure 5.5, for non-sonicated (EVA-Na+-P) samples showed spots with
large numbers of clay particles with few layers and other spots with no clay layers at all, which is
an indication on the poor dispersion of Na+ clay into the EVA matrix. On the other hand, TEM
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images, as Figure 5.6 shows, for sonicated samples show many spots filled with a few number of
clay particles, which is an indication of the enhancement of Na+ dispersion after sonication.

Figure 5.5: TEM image of EVA-Na+-P a) spot free of clay b) spot with
condensed clay particles

Figure 5.6: TEM image of EVA-Na+-PS pre-dispersed & sonicated composite
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Regarding the composite samples subjected to further processing by melt blending, TEM
images only presented for EVA-Na+-PE composite, after degradation of EVA-Na+-PSE. The TEM
images, as shown in Figure 5.7, show a mixed structure: (a) spots contained one large
agglomerate of clay. Other regions, Figure 5.7 (b), were filled with smaller particles with
intercalated clay layers. Few individual layers were observed as in Figure 5.7 (c). In general,
extrusion helped in changing the structure to be more exfoliated and enhanced the dispersion
of clay particles, when compared to wet-mixing alone.

Figure 5.7: TEM images of EVA-Na+PE a) large clay agglomerate b) intercalated clay
layers c) individual delaminated clay layers
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c) Concluding Summary
In conclusion, the compatibility between Na+ and EVA seems to be poor, as confirmed by
the observed poor intercalation and the presence of some immiscible clay tactoids in the
structure. On the other hand, extrusion helped into achieving better dispersion and enhanced
delamination of clay layers.
5.1.2. EVA-15A
a) XRD
Figure 5.8 presents the XRD results of EVA-15A-D and shows a shift in the distinctive 15A
clay peak to lower 2θ angles to reach a final inter-gallery spacing of 37.6Å, equivalent to a net
expansion of the inter-gallery spacing of 5.36Å. A significant increase in the distinctive peak
intensity, which indicates a high order of intercalated clay tactoids at the new position, was also
observed. Figure 5.7 also shows a new peak at 2θ = 4.7, which is not observed for the pristine
clay. This new peak is believed to be an indication of the flocculation of the structure as
previously described by (Ray 2003).
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Figure 5.8: XRD spectrum for EVA-15A dry mixed composite
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Pre-dispersed & non-sonicated (EVA-15A-P) and sonicated (EVA-15A-PS) composites were
subjected to XRD. Results, as shown in Figure 5.9, indicated an intercalation for both EVA-15A-P
and EVA-15A-PS composites, as the distinctive peak of 15A clay was shifted towards lower 2θ
angles equivalent to a final inter-gallery spacing of 41.3 and 40.2 Å for EVA-15A-P and EVA-15APS composites, respectively, which is an increase of about 27-28 % compared to pristine clay. A
minor reduction of the inter-gallery spacing after sonication of 1 Å was observed, which might
be due to the loss of water content absorbed by the clay before processing.
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Figure 5.9: XRD spectrum of EVA-15A
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Composites obtained with pre-dispersed clays were subjected to further processing by
extrusion. XRD results for EVA-15A-PE, compared with EVA-15A-P, showed a contraction of the
inter-gallery spacing from 41.3 to 40.2 Å, which might be due to the loss of water content due to
processing at the elevated temperature of 140°C during the extrusion step. Also, the flocculation
peak is observed to remain the same after extrusion. Figure 5.10 shows the XRD spectrum for
extruded EVA-15A-P composite.
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Figure 5.10: XRD spectrum of EVA-15A for pre-dispersed sample with extrusion

Sonicated sample was subjected to extrusion (EVA-15A-PSE). XRD results, in Figure 5.11,
showed a final inter-gallery spacing for EVA-15A-PSE of 41.1Å with slightly increase of 1Å over
the EVA-15A-PS composite. Also, observed is a significant decrease for the distinctive peak of
EVA-15A-PSE composite in comparison to EVA-15A-PS composite, as indication on the
enhancement of exfoliation after extrusion.
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Figure 5.11: XRD for EVA-15A Pre-dispersed composites
b) TEM
TEM images were taken for sonicated composites before and after extrusion. Images of
EVA-15A-PS composites showed well intercalated layers with values of inter-gallery spacing
matching those obtained from XRD results, as shown in Figure 5.12 (a). In addition, some
agglomeration of intercalated clay particles was observed, as shown in Figure 5.12 (b). TEM
images of EVA-15A-PSE composites showed intercalated clay layers with fewer layers than EVA15A-PS. Also, a few individual layers were observed at different spots, as indicating enhanced
delamination of clay layers after extrusion, as shown in Figure 5.13 (a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 5.12: TEM image of intercalated EVA-15A-PS nanocomposite

Figure 5.13: TEM images of EVA-15A-PSE composite
c) Concluding summary
In general, the presence of the organic modifier facilitated the dispersion of 15A clay
tactoids within the EVA matrix. Pre-dispersion of clay enhances the increase of inter-gallery
spacing, and extrusion further enhances the total degree of intercalation. All the composites,
regardless of the processing conditions, reached the same final inter-gallery spacing of 40 Å.
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5.1.3. EVA-20A
a) XRD
XRD results showed that pristine 20A clay has an initial inter-gallery spacing of 24.5 Å, as
the distinctive peak was depicted at 2θ=3.6° which is very close to the value reported by the
supplier. Figure 5.14 also presents the XRD spectrum for EVA-20A-D, which showed a significant
shift of the distinctive peak towards lower 2θ=2.15°. The resulted inter-gallery spacing was
calculated from Bragg’s law to be 41 Å, equivalent to an increase of the inter-gallery spacing of
71%.. Also, an additional peak observed at higher 2θ angle of 4.5° indicated the flocculation of
clay layers.
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Figure 5.14: XRD spectrum of EVA-20A-D

Similar to EVA-20A-D composite, XRD showed a significant shift to lower 2θ angles for both
non-sonicated (EVA-20A-P) and sonicated (EVA-20A-PS) nanocomposites, as shown in Figure
5.15. In addition, the appearance of another peak at higher 2θ angles indicating flocculation,
occurred. From Bragg’s law, the inter-gallery spacing of the non-sonicated composite (2θ =
2.35°) and sonicated composite (2θ = 2.4°), were found to be 36.7 and 36.8 Å, respectively.
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These values indicate a significant increase in intercalation of 55%, when compared to pristine
20A clay which has an initial inter-gallery spacing of 24.5 Å. Sonication was found to result in no
enhancement on intercalation, as inter-gallery spacing was reduced by 1 Å, which might be due
to the loss of some of the water content entrapped by the clay after sonication. Another
observation is the reduction in peak intensity of EVA-20A-PS compared to EVA-20A-P, which is
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an indication about contribution of sonication to randomize the dispersion of clay particles.
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Figure 5.15: XRD spectrum of EVA-20A pre-dispersed nano-composites

Extruded samples were also subjected to XRD investigation. XRD results showed further
shifting of the distinctive peak from 2θ=2.35° for EVA-20A-P to 2θ=2.1 for EVA-20A-PE, which
gave a final inter-gallery spacing of 42 Å. The same behavior was depicted on XRD spectrum for
EVA-20A-PSE composite, which had a final inter-gallery spacing of 39.3 Å at 2θ = 2.25°,
compared to of 36.8Å before extrusion. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 present the XRD spectrums for
EVA-20A-PE and EVA-20A-PSE, respectively.
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Figure 5.16: XRD spectrum of EVA-20A-PE
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Figure 5.17: XRD spectrum of EVA-20A-PSE
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b) TEM
TEM images confirmed the intercalation of both EVA-20A-P and EVA-20A-PS
nanocomposites, with inter-gallery spacing close to ones calculated in the last section from the
XRD spectrum. TEM images of EVA-20A-P, as in Figure 5.18, showed a large stack of intercalated
clay layers. On the other hand, EVA-20A-PS shows a cross-like shape of two clay stacks, but, clay
stacks contain fewer layers, in agreement with the XRD results, which showed a reduction in the
peak intensity of EVA-20A-PS compared to both pristine 20A clay and EVA-20A-P composite.
XRD and TEM results confirm the contribution of the sonication process enhancing the
dispersion and separation of the clay layers. Figure 5.19 Shows the TEM image of EVA-20A-PS.

Figure 5.18: TEM image of EVA-20A-P composite
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Figure 5.19: TEM image of EVA-20A-PS nanocomposites

For the extruded samples, TEM images showed for EVA-20A-PE composite regions with
intercalated layers, having spacing equivalent to those obtained from Bragg’s law, as shown in
Figure 5.20 (a). Image of other regions, as in Figure 5.20 (b) shows individual layers, as an
indication of the partially exfoliated/intercalated structure of EVA-20A-PE. TEM images of EVA20A-PSE showed more regions with individual layers and good dispersion of clay particles, as
shown in Figure 5.21 which again confirmed the contribution of extrusion to enhance
delamination and dispersion of the clay layers.
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Figure 5.20: TEM images of EVA-20A-PE composite a) intercalated structure b)
individual delaminated layers

Figure 5.21 TEM images of EVA-20A-PSE composite
c) Concluding Summary
The maximum intercalation was achieved in the case of EVA-20A-composites with around
70% increase in the inter-gallery spacing. EVA-20A composites also showed better dispersion
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with multiple of small intercalated clay stacks. Sonication contributed towards better dispersion,
as the case with extrusion with noticeably more enhancement in the delamination of clay layers.

5.1.4. EVA-30B
a) XRD
XRD results of EVA-30B-D showed that the distinctive peak was shifted by only 0.1°
towards lower 2θ angles, as shown in Figure 5.22, equivalent to an increase in the inter-gallery
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Figure 5.22: XRD spectrum of EVA-30B-D

XRD results showed that, the EVA-30B-P composite had its distinctive peak shifted slightly
towards a lower 2θ = 4.55°, recording a final spacing of 19.42 Å, equivalent to an increase of
only 0.6 Å, compared to the original pristine. On the other hand, in the case of EVA-30B-PS
composite, the peak was observed to shift to higher 2θ = 5.1° equivalent to a final inter-gallery
spacing of 17.33 Å. This change indicates a reduction in the spacing between clay layers of 1.5 Å,
which was not observed for other clays. In general, XRD spectrums of both non-sonicated and
sonicated composites showed a significant reduction in peaks intensity as a result of increase in
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the degree of disorder, which is an indication of partial exfoliation of the clay layers. Figure 5.23
shows the XRD spectrum of EVA-30B-P and EVA-30B-PS composites.
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Figure 5.23: XRD spectrum for EVA-30B-P and EVA-30B-PS

XRD spectrums for both EVA-30B-PE and EVA-30B-PSE showed slight shift of the
distinctive peak towards higher 2θ angles at 6° and 6.15°, respectively. Another observation is
the broadening of the peaks and significant decrease in their intensities, which was an indication
of the delamination of the clay layers and the achievement of an exfoliated clay layers. Figure
5.24 and 5.25 shows the XRD spectrums of EVA-30B-PE and EVA-30B-PSE, respectively.
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Figure 5.24: XRD spectrum of EVA-30B-PE composite
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Figure 5.25: XRD spectrum of EVA-30B-PSE
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b) TEM
TEM imaging for non-sonicated composite (EVA-30B-P) showed regions with clay stacks
and other with a few individual layers, as an indication of a limited mix of intercalated and
exfoliated structures, as shown in Figure 5.26. Similarly TEM images, as in Figure 5.27, of EVA30B-PS revealed regions with stacks of clay layers and others with individual clay layers. It was
further observed that, the number of individual layers in case of sonicated sample EVA-30B-PS
was larger than the non-sonicated sample EVA-30B-P, confirming the role of sonication in
achieving better exfoliation and more random dispersion of the clay layers.

Figure 5.26: TEM image of EVA-30B-P
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Figure 5.27: TEM images of EVA-30B-PS shows individual clay layers

TEM images, as shown in Figure 5.28, of EVA-30B-PSE revealed many regions with
individual clay layers, which is a proof of exfoliation as also indicated by the XRD results. Some
spots, however, showed a few clay agglomerates.

Figure 5.28: TEM images of EVA-30B-PSE
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c) Concluding Summary
Sonication and extrusion increased the clay separation and enhanced dispersion in the
EVA-matrix. The produced structure tended to be more exfoliated upon extrusion. It was
believed that, the type of organic modifier in 30B clay which contains an (OH) group has
facilitated the dispersion and delamination of clay layers, as it favors interaction with the
acetate polar sided group in EVA.

5.2.

Mechanical Properties
Different samples of neat EVA were processed using the same processing conditions as

the composites and used as reference samples. Table 5.1 summarizes all the tensile testing
results for all composites.
5.2.1. Neat EVA
a) Strength
Table 5.1 summarizes the tensile strength values for different neat EVA samples. As
received EVA gave a tensile strength of 11.25 MPa. Upon wet mixing, the EVA-W reached a
tensile strength of 11.6 MPa, while after sonication a tensile strength of 12 MPa, was recorded
for EVA-WS. To study the mechanical behavior of extruded samples, strength values were
recorded at 200% strain. This was motivated by the fact that EVA is very soft and can give
ductility values up to 1000% before breakage, which is beyond the Instron Testing Machine
capacity. Tensile strength values at 200% strain for wet mixed samples (EVA-W and EVA-WS)
were higher than those for as-received EVA. Extrusion affected the tensile strength negatively
compared to wet mixed samples, which may be due to one or two reasons: extrusion tends to
increase the randomness of EVA chains and reduce crystallinity. Second reason is the breakage
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of EVA chains, as the twin screws were co-rotating, which means different rotational directions
at the interface, which increases the shear effect.

Table 5.1: Mechanical Properties of Neat EVA samples

Sample

EVA

EVA-W

Processing

Stress at

Stress

Modulus of

(MPa)

Elasticity (MPa)

Breakage

11.25

6

200% strain

2.88

Breakage

11.6

200% strain

4.00

Breakage

12.00

200% strain

4.16

Hot compaction of as received EVA

10

Hot compaction of Wet mixed EVA

Hot compaction of Wet mixed &

10.5

EVA-WS
Sonicated EVA

EVA-E

Extrusion of as received EVA

200% strain

3.48

10.7

EVA-WSE

Extrusion of Wet mixed & Sonicated EVA

200% strain

3.80

14
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b) Stiffness
Wet-mixed EVA samples demonstrated enhancement in stiffness compared to as-received
EVA. Eva-W and EVA-WS recorded modulus of elasticities of 10 and 10.5 MPa, respectively, which
are about 70% higher than the stiffness of neat EVA. Sonicated EVA-WS gave a slightly higher
stiffness than non-sonicated EVA-W, as it was thought that sonication contributed to more crosslinking of EVA chains. In addition, sonication disturbs the EVA amorphous structure and can succeed
in breaking the amorphous EVA chains cluster into smaller ones (Zhao 2009); chains shortening
increased the stiffness. Extrusion enhanced the stiffness to more than double its initial value, for the
same two reasons claimed earlier for reduction in tensile strength. Figure 5.29 presents the tensile
modulus for neat EVA samples processed with different techniques.
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Figure 5.29: Stiffness of neat EVA
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5.2.2. EVA-Na+
a) Strength
EVA-Na+-D composite displayed results with large variations which can be attributed to the
poor dispersion of clay particles. As reported in section 5.1.1, the composite had regions with a few
clay particles and others with many agglomerates. The average tensile was found to be 12.1 MPa.
On the other hand, pre-dispersed composites EVA-Na+-P and EVA-Na+-PS recorded tensile strengths
of 9.9 and 10.25 MPa, respectively. Figure 5.30 presents the results for the different EVA-Na+
composites. The extruded composite EVA-Na+-PE recorded the highest tensile stress of 3.35 MPa at
200% strain, which is in agreement with the significant increase in the distinctive peak of Na+ clay
revealed by XRD, as an indication about the enhancement of intercalation. Hence, extrusion played
a positive effect in enhancing the strength of EVA-Na+-P by allowing more EVA chains to intercalate
through clay layers and increasing the amount of delaminated clay layers, as confirmed by TEM
analysis presented earlier. Figure 5.31 shows the tensile results for extruded EVA-Na+ sample.
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Figure 5.30: Tensile Strength results for EVA-Na+ wet mixed composites
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Figure 5.31: Tensile Stress for EVA-Na+ extruded composites
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b) Stiffness
The effect of poor dispersion in the EVA-Na+-D also resulted in variations in its tensile
modulus. Nonetheless, the average value of 20 MPa constitutes a significant enhancement in
tensile modulus over neat EVA, which can be attributed to the obstruction of EVA chains from
movement by clay particles. For EVA-Na+-PS and EVA-Na+-P, the values of stiffness were 7.8 and
7 MPa, respectively. The behavior of the samples became consistent with less variation, as
sonication dispersed the clay particles more uniformly, as confirmed by TEM analysis. Extruded
EVA-Na+-PE recorded a very uniform behavior with an average stiffness of 20 MPa, which again
agrees with the XRD and the TEM results, discussed earlier. Figure 5.32 shows the stiffness
behavior for all EVA-Na+ composites.
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Figure 5.32: Stiffness of EVA-Na+ composites

c) Concluding Summary
In conclusion, all Na+ composites recorded tensile strength values lower than those of the
neat EVA at each of the processing conditions. This is because Na+ is different in nature from
EVA. Although, EVA contains polar acetate groups, the amount is relatively low and therefore
EVA’s polarity is relatively low, resulting in poor compatibility between the EVA matrix and Na+
filler. Also, Na+ has no organic modifier which made the dispersion and interfacial bonding of
clay and EVA a bit challenging. First, Na+ particles were difficult to disperse into EVA matrix
when added as received, with no prior processing, which affected the mechanical properties.
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The recorded high values were due to the irregularity of clay wt% at different spots. Predispersion of clays and sonication enhance the uniformity of the clay dispersion. Extrusion
enhanced the stiffness and strength due to the good dispersion of clay particles, which tended
to cut down the EVA chains into shorter ones and resulted in more enhancement in stiffness
compared to the neat EVA-WSE.
5.2.3. EVA-15A
a) Strength
Behavior of EVA-15A wet mixed composites was similar to EVA-Na+. The structure of EVA15A-D composite was inhomogeneous, where some regions were filled with a few or no clay
particles and others with large agglomerates. Such non-uniformity led to a wide variation in the
mechanical properties of the tested specimens. On the other hand, EVA-15A-P and EVA-15A-PS
were of significantly lower variations in results. The tensile strength of EVA-15A-PS was slightly
enhanced compared to the non-sonicated EVA-15A-P specimen, as they recorded tensile
strength of 9.1 and 9.8 MPa, respectively. Figure 5.33 shows a comparison of tensile strength
with neat EVA. For extruded samples, the recorded tensile strength of both EVA-15A-PE and
EVA-15A-PSE showed more enhancements of 80 and 40%, respectively, over non-extruded
composites, which confirmed the significant role of extrusion in enhancing the mechanical
properties of EVA-15A composites. Figure 5.34 compares EVA-15A extruded composites against
neat EVA.
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Figure 5.33: Tensile Strength of EVA-15A wet mixed composites
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Figure 5.34: Tensile Strength of EVA-15A Extruded composites at 200% strain
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b) Stiffness
As expected from the XRD and TEM results, which showed poor clay dispersion, EVA-15A-D
had the highest record of tensile modulus reaching 26.5 MPa, but with a wide variation in the
obtained results. Values of EVA-15A-P and EVA-15A-PS fall within the same range of values of
tensile modulus. EVA-15A-PE and EVA-15A-PSE composites recorded similar values of tensile
modulus, approximately.

The XRD results showed that all EVA-15A composites reached

approximately the same final inter-gallery spacing. Nevertheless, tensile modulus results for
extruded composites recorded higher values of tensile modulus than wet-mixed composites
only. This observation agrees with the TEM images which showed better exfoliation for extruded
samples, which is the reason behind the enhancement in stiffness. Figure 5.35 compares tensile
modulus of EVA-15A composites.
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Figure 5.35: Stiffness of EVA-20A composites
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c) Concluding Summary
In conclusion, compared to Na+, 15A seems to be easier in dispersion into the EVA matrix
with the wet mixing technique, due to the presence of the organic modifier. According to XRD
analysis presented earlier, all composites had approximately the same final inter-gallery spacing,
which led to a small variation in the mechanical behavior between the wet mixed composites
(EVA-15A-P and EVA-15A-PS). Extrusion played the major role in enhancing dispersion and
delamination of clay layers, which was reflected in the enhancement of tensile strength and
stiffness of EVA-15A-PSE compared to EVA-15A-PS.
5.2.4. EVA- 20A
a) Strength
The results of tensile testing of all EVA-20A wet mixed samples are presented in Figure
5.36. EVA-20A-D showed significantly lower tensile strength. With prior pre-dispersion of clays
in THF, EVA-20A-P and EVA-20A-PS composites showed significant enhancement in tensile
strength over EVA-20A-D. EVA-20A-P and EVA-20A-PS recorded tensile strength of 11.7 and 11
MPa, respectively. The slight enhancement of EVA-20A-P over EVA-20A-PS matched the XRD
results, as EVA-20A-P had a bit higher intercalation than EVA-20A-PS composite. The large
number of clay layers in one stack, which were intercalated by EVA chains caused high
hindrance of chains against external loading. Figure 5.35 depicts the tensile strength for wet
mixed EVA-20A composites. Extrusion made an enhancement of tensile properties compared to
neat EVA, as shown in Figure 5.37, for both EVA-20A-PE and EVA-20A-PSE, which corroborated
with the TEM results which showed partial exfoliated/intercalated clay structure.
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Figure 5.36: Tensile Strength of EVA-20A wet mixed composites
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Figure 5.37: Tensile stress of EVA-20A extruded composites
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b) Stiffness
Significant enhancements of 100-200 % in stiffness were achieved by reinforcing EVA
with 20A nano clay, as shown in Figure 5.38. EVA-20A-D recorded a tensile modulus of 16.5 MPa
with an increase of 60% over neat wet-mixed EVA-W. EVA-20A-P and EVA-20A-PS recorded
tensile modulus of 23 and 25.7 MPa, equivalent to enhancements of 130-160%, respectively.
Extrusion enhanced stiffness more; EVA-20A-PE recorded an increase of stiffness by 200%. EVA20A-PSE had enhanced stiffness but with a lower value than EVA-20A-PE, which matched the
trend of tensile strength values.
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Figure 5.38: Stiffness of EVA-20A composites
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c) Concluding Summary
In general, EVA and 20A clay are more compatible due to the presence of the organic
modifier. The highest intercalation and partial exfoliation after extrusion enhanced the
mechanical properties, especially stiffness, significantly. Two main factors affect strength: the
number of individual layers (degree of exfoliation) and number of stacked layers in one particle,
when intercalation takes place. The higher the number of delaminated clay layers, the better
the strength. Also, the higher the number of intercalated clay layers in one stack the better the
strength. Those two factors contradict each other, which raises another point to be taken into
consideration, which is the critical threshold between both effects. The threshold implies that if
a composite has a larger number of individual layers but, also has large stacks, the dominant
effect would be to those large stacks which have more layers. Applying this to EVA-20A-P and
EVA-20A-PS composites; although TEM and XRD images showed the presence of more individual
layers after sonication (EVA-20A-PS & EVA-20A-PSE), but the mechanical behavior for nonsonicated samples (EVA-20A-P & EVA-20A-PE) was observed to be better. This can be attributed
to the fact that the number of clay layers in one stack was significantly higher. The same
behavior explains the highest record of tensile modulus and strength of the EVA-20A-PE
composite, which had the best intercalation/exfoliation mixture with the highest number of
both individual clay layers as well as stacks.
5.2.5. EVA-30B
a) Strength
EVA-30B-P and EVA-30B-PS composites showed significant enhancements, as shown in
Figure 5.39, over EVA-30B-D composite, recording tensile strength values of 9.9 and 11.45 MPa.
For extruded samples (EVA-30B-PE and EVA-30B-PSE), as shown in Figure 5.40, the recorded
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strengths at 200% strain were lower than EVA-30B-P and EVA-30B-PS composites, which
matched the XRD results and the contraction observed among the inter-gallery spacing.
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Figure 5.39: Tensile Strength of EVA-30B wet mixed composites
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Figure 5.40: Tensile Stress of EVA-30B extruded composites at 200% strain
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b) Stiffness
Stiffness, as shown in Figure 5.41, was enhanced by 20-130% compared to neat EVA,
when adding 30B Clay. The most significant enhancement was observed for sonicated
composites EVA-30B-PS and EVA-30B-PSE which recorded 70 and 130% increase,
respectively. No enhancement was recorded with EVA-30B-PE composite which matches the
XRD results, in which contraction of the inter-gallery spacing was detected.
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Figure 5.41: Stiffness of EVA-30B composites
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c) Concluding Summary
In conclusion, EVA-30B composites were found to be quick in responding with positive
enhancement, to changes in the processing conditions. Sonication for EVA-30B-PS contributed
to more delamination of clay layers then EVA-30B-P, as showed by TEM and proved by
mechanical behavior investigation. Similarly, the extruded EVA-30B-PSE showed better
dispersion and greater exfoliation, through both TEM and XRD results, which resulted in
enhancements of tensile strength and modulus of elasticity. This behavior can be related to the
type of organic modifier in 30B having an (OH) group at the end of its tail, which facilitated the
dispersion of 30B clay into THF and then the insertion of EVA chains between the clay layers
with further exfoliation after extrusion.
5.2.6. Summary of Results
Comparing the results of the present study along with the previous work done by
Chaudhary et al for EVA-30B composites; Results reported by Chaudhary et al showed
enhancement on both strength and stiffness due to the full exfoliation achieved by direct melt
blending of 5 wt% of 30B clay with EVA. Tensile strength at the fracture was 15 MPa and 33 MPa
of tensile modulus. In the present study solution compounding composite of the same
composition as of Chaudhary et al recorded values of tensile strength at fracture of 9.8 and 11.5
for EVA-30B-P and EVA-30B-PS composites, respectively. Records for tensile modulus of EVA30B-P and EVA-30B-PS were enhanced and recorded 14 and 23 MPa, respectively. Extruded
composites should more enhancement, which matched the XRD and TEM results showed
tendency towards exfoliation. EVA-30B-PE and EVA-30B-PSE recorded values of 14 and 22.5 MPa
of tensile modulus, respectively. The present study recorded lower values due to the mixed
intercalated/exfoliated structure, while Chaudhary achieved full exfoliation.
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From the previous results, it can be concluded that none of the clay composites were
able to achieve higher tensile strength compared to neat EVA, except for EVA-20A composites
which showed a slight enhancement of 1-2 MPa. On the other hand, all composites, regardless
their clay filler, gave better enhancement in stiffness, except for EVA-Na+ wet mixed composites.
In general, it seems that 20A clay is the most prominent clay due to enhancement in both
strength and stiffness, followed by 30B and 15A, while Na+ is the least due to the fact that it has
no organic modifier.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion & Future Work
6.1.

Conclusion

6.1.1. Role of Prior Dispersion of Clay in THF
The pre-dispersion of clays into THF solvent before their addition to the EVA matrix enhanced
the homogeneity of the EVA-Clay mixtures. For as-received (dry clay addition), samples were
observed to have large agglomerates of clay layers. For tensile results, EVA-Clay-D composites gave
a wide range of results, from significantly higher to significantly lower values compared to neat EVA
processed at the same conditions. This variation is attributed to the inhomogeneity in clay
dispersion within the EVA matrix with regions having clay loading higher than 5 wt% and others with
much lower ratios.
6.1.2. Role of Sonication
Sonication was found to slightly enhance the mechanical behavior of neat EVA, which was
attributed to the increase in amount of crosslinking of EVA chains. The same trend was observed
with EVA-clay composites and was related to the enhancement of clay particles dispersion and
delamination.
6.1.3. Role of Extrusion
TEM images showed more advancement towards delamination of clay layers and random
dispersion of clay particles after extrusion of all EVA-Clay composites. The co-rotating extruder used
in the present study provides a high shear force at the interface between the two screws, when
each of them moves in reverse direction to the other, which enhanced the delamination of clay
layers. Such an increase in the number of exfoliated clay layers within the polymer melt, combined
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with the high shear force tends to shorten the EVA chains by acting as knife cutters (Gupta 2005).
Both factors were the reason behind the reduction in strength when extruded composites were
subjected to tensile loading. On the other hand, stiffness was enhanced due to the shortening of the
EVA chains, as the shorter the chain the stiffer the matrix.
6.1.4. Role of Organic Modifier
The presence of the organic modifier which facilitated the interaction between the EVA chains
and the clay layers influenced the responses of 15A, 20A and 30B composites to better dispersion
and delamination of clay layers upon further processing by sonication and extrusion when compared
to the non-modified Na+ clay composites. When comparing the XRD results of EVA-15A and EVA20A composites, it was found that all their composites, regardless of their processing technique,
reached a final inter-gallery spacing of 40 + 2 Å. This was observed in spite of the fact that, 20A clay
had a lower organic modifier content and initial inter-gallery spacing of 24 Å, than 15A clay which
had an initial inter-gallery spacing of 32 Å. This observation compared two factors together: the
type of organic modifier, which is the same for both 15A and 20A clay and the amount of organic
modifier. Hence, we can conclude that the type of organic modifier is more dominant over the
amount of the modifier to determine the final structure of the composite. The same concept is
applicable with 30B clay, which has an organic modifier with (OH-) group at the terminal of its tail,
which reacted with the acetate group from EVA and lost the water molecule, which was the reason
behind the shrinkage and contraction of inter-gallery spacing of 30B clay with respect to pristine 30B
clay. Although, contraction of clay layers was observed by XRD spectrum, the mechanical behavior
was enhanced. This is due to the good bonding and interaction between 30B clay and EVA chains, as
a result of the crosslinking between the organic modifier of the clay and EVA chains.
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6.1.5. Role of Solvent
The solvent also played a role in the synthesis of EVA-Clay composite, especially in the case of
EVA-Na+-PSE composite. The nature of the THF solvent tends to be with moderate or relatively low
polarity, but with increasing the temperature it tends to be more polar through the oxygen atom at
ether THF (C4H8O) with two lone pairs of electrons. The temperature increased upon sonication of
the EVA-Na+P composite, which increased the THF polarity. Hence, THF was able to stick to the Na+
hydrophilic clay and became more able to intercalate through its layers. During extrusion, the high
temperature (140°C) and the shear force caused the absorbed THF to be released in an environment
which is extremely hot beyond it boiling point (TB = 66°C), which caused the degradation of EVANa+-PSE composite.

6.2.


Future Work
Fabrication of EVA-Clay nanocomposite membranes to study their gas barrier and gas
separation properties.



Study the effect of extrusion processing parameters on the morphology of EVA-Clay
nanocomposites and their mechanical and rheological properties.



Study the effect of clay loading on the final composite structure of EVA-clay
nanocomposites.



Synthesis of EVA-Clay nanocomposites directly by extrusion with no prior wet mixing.
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